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Terry Smith, a Junior at Murray High
School and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Smith, Benton Road, Mutray,
was elected Governor of the 197$
Kentucky Youth Assembly at the recent
assembly held at the Galt House in
Louisville and at the Capitol in Frank-
fort.
Nineteen Murray High students at-
tended the mock legislative convention
which is sponsored annually by the
state YMCA. The Murray delegates,
representing the Murray High Hi-Y and
Tr -Alpha clubs, included Dean
Heinsworth, Luis Gerrastasu, and Joe
Harman, sophomores; Karen Bailey,
Duane Dycus, Reed Hainsworth, Gene
Lovett, Dana Mansfield, Francie
Outland, and Terry Smith, Juniors;
Lisa English, Detaine Honchul, Delores
Honchul, Bruce Horning, Marilyn
Howard, Gina Jones, Laura Shinners,
Dana Shipley, and Share Toon,. seniors.
Accompanying the students were Lloyd
Hasty and Mary Ann Russell, club
sponsors, and Richard Smith, father of
the newly-elected governor.
Serving on the 1978 KYA cabinet were
Bruce Horning, committee chairman;
Terry Smith; Delores Honchul, senate
majority leader; and Laura Shinners,
senate bill clerk. Two bills authored by
the Tri-Alphas passed both House and
Senate and were signed into KYA law.
Ose created a committee to review the
'State constitution for the purpose of ,
recommending revisions. The second ."
bill prohibited the sale of beverages in _
non-deposit glass containers. A bill
authored by the Hi-Y to appropriate
funds fof state mental health facilities
was passed by the assembly but vetoed
by the governor.
Highlights of the three-day meeting
included a cruise and dance on the Belle
of Louisville, the Governor's banquet,
and the final awards ceremony at
which time Terry Smith was announced
Governor of next year's assembly. This
Is the first time in the history of the
thirty-three year old assembly that a
governor has been elected from
Western Kentucky - Purchase area
delegates. Another honor was afforded
the local group when Delores Honchul
was presented an award for out-
standing cabinet member.
PAST AND PRESENT — Terry Smith, left, is congratulated by Dr. Con-
stantine Curris on Smith's recent election as governor of the 1979 Kentucky
Youth Assembly. Smith, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smith of Murray, is
the first perlon from the Jackson Purchase area to receive the honor in the
34-year history of the YMCA-sponsored assembly. Dr. Curris served as
governor of the 1958 KYA. (Additional Photo On Page 16-A)
inside today 
Two Sections-26 Pages
The race for the Democratic nomination for Senate is
beginning to heat up and one of the candidates running
against Walter "Dee" Huddleston was in town Tuesday.
the part of a campaign swing through Western Kentucky
A story about the candidate, William "Bill" Taylor, High
Bridge, appears on Page 8-A in today's issue.
clear and cool
Clear and cool tonight. Lows in
the low 40s. Sunny and warmer on '-
Thursday. Highs in the upper 60s.
Sunny and mild Friday, chance
of rain by Saturday or Sunday
with a slight warming trend
during the weekend. Average
daily highs in the 608 Friday and







Deaths & Funerals 16-A
Horoscope 6-B
Inside Report 11-A
Let's Stay Well 15-A
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page.  . 11-A
Sports 6-A, 7-A
KENTUCKY WINNER — Teresa Bibb, right, accepts the blue ribbon and ,
the $25 savings bond from Mrs. Max Parks, left, president of the Hazel
Woman's Club, for Miss Bibb's placing of first place for her oil ,painting,
shown here, in the Art Division of the contests of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Club held at the Executive Inn Rivermont, Owensboro. The
presentation of the awards to Miss Bibb was made at the meeting.41 the -
Hazel Woman's Club held at the Hazel Community Center following the
returnfrom Owensboro. Miss Bibbfdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bibb, is a
senior at Calloway County High School and is an art student of Larry Dunn,
instructor of art at the school.
Rezoning Of 12th Street
Tops CittCouncil Agenda
The often controversial city or-
dinance rezoning 12th Street from
Sycamore to Chestnut from residential
use to limited business use will get its
first reading at the regular meeting of
the Murray Common Council Thursday
evening.
Also scheduled at the meeting is a
public hearing on the proposed closing
of Payne Street-from 14th Street to 15th
Street is one of several items appearing
on the agenda for the regular meeting
of the Murray Common Council
Thursday evening.
Other items to be discussed at the
meeting, to be held in the council
chambers at CIty Hall beginning at 7:30
p.m., include:‘
—The second and final reading of an
ordinance increasing the amount
charged by the Murray Water & Sewer
System for sewer service;
—The second reading of an or-
dinance rezoning the Rickman-





A Skate-A-Thon for the Kentuck
Association of Retarded Citizens will be
held at the Lynn Grove Roller Skatim:
Rink on Saturday, April 29, accordirv
to Charles Windsor, owner of the rink
Windsor said the skate-a-thon
start at 8:00 a .m Saturday and will end
at 9:00 p.m. Saturday. A registration
fee of 83.00 will be charged, and each
person is asked to get sponsors to
pledge so much for each mile of the
skater.
The rink manager said it is estimated
that each skater will skate 8.4 miles
each hour. Rules and regulations are
listed on the registration blanks which
are available at all schools in Murray
and Calloway County.
Proceeds from the skate-a-thon will -
go to the Kentucky Association of
Retarded Citizens, Windsor said.
--Reconsideration of bids on the
lease-purchase of city.vehicles;
—A report on the Community
Development pre-application proposed
budget;
—The transfer of interagency
property between the city and the
natural gas system.
The city council holds regular
meetings on the second and fourth
Thursday of each month and the





Eli Alexander, assistant superin-
tendent of the Murray City School
System, is expected to present
proposed calendars for the 1978-1979
school term when the city School board
meets Thursday night.
Also on the agenda for the 7 p.m.
sessien at city school administrative
offices on Poplar, is an evaluation of
transportation and pupil personnel by
Willie Jackson, presentation in internal





The Murray Street Department's
brush and junk pickup service will end
on Friday, April 28, Street Department
Supt. Ray Clark said this morning.
The-annual spring clean-up program
was termed successful by Clark who
said he "would like to thank the citizens
for their fine cooperation in the city's
beautification program.




Calloway County-Grand Jury is ex-
pected to convene Monday, following a
special circuit court session that ended
today with a number of pleadings
before Circuit Judge James Lassiter.
A jury Tuesday acquitted Asada:-
Cunningham on two counts of Bs*
degree robbery after over three Wire
of deliberation. _ _ _
Cunningham was acq'uld---'148.
charges in connection with the August
13,1977, robberies of Holland Drugs and
Scott Drugs in Murray.
Lassiter is expected to sentence Steve
Perry Monday after the defendant
pleaded guilty to second degree assault
Tuesday afternoon, according to court
officials. Prosecuting attorneyi
recommended five years.
The judge sentenced Bobby Knight to
12 months probated to one year after
the defendant pleaded guilty to
knowingly receiving stolen property of
a value lks than $100.
Billy Henson and Terry Knight are
expected to reappear early next week
for sentencing after the defendants
pleaded guilty today to two counts each
of third degree burglary and theft.
Prosecuting attorneys recommended
one year for each count with each to run
concurrently. •
Another case Involving defendent,
Sharon Henson, charged with second
degree assault is expected to be
returned to Calloway County District
Court for disposition as a juvenile case,
according to commonwealth's Attorney
Tton ChrLstopteli
Christopher said today the grand
Jury next week will consider about 15
cases, including a rape case, burglary
_MS. IL) Regents Board
To Meet Saturday
Murray State University Board of
Regents is expected to consider
adoption of the 1978-1979 university
budget in a session set Saturday, April
29.
The 2 p.m. meeting is set in the Board
of Regents Meeting Room, Sparks Hall,
on the university campus.
Other items on the agenda for the
Saturday session include:
— Reorganization of the board of
regents;
— President's report;
• — Assorted facility personnel and
— Recommendations for promotion;
— Recommendations for tenure;
— Honorary degrees;
— Changes in extended campus
teaching compensation;
— Report from Dr. Donald E. Jones,
dean, center of continuing education;
— Resolution regarding acquisition
of property.
Mrs. lame Sledd 4-H leader for 21 years was presented with the Calloway
County 4-H Councils Award for Meritorious Service at the Family Awards
Dinner held recently. Presenting the award is Mr. Arlie Scott, Last years
recipient of the award. Additional photos on page 2-8.
Squad Still Accepting
lt4rns For Auction Sale
Callov4y County Fire-Rescue Squad
is still acdepting donations for new and
used merehandise for an auction sale
6:30 p.m.I Friday, April 28, at the
Squad's +adquarters on South 4th
Street.
The saleJis part of a fire-rescue fund
raising e4brt to buy a new truck which
has an expected delivery date in late
November of this year.
The new truck will be dedicated to the
memory of the late Preston Jones of
Murray. Mr. Jones and his wife Roxie
were named honorary members of the
volunteer organization last year.
A fire-rescue squad spokesman said
Mrs. Jones has donated some of the late
Mr. Jones' tools for the auction.
Other items that will be auctioned off
during the sale include: antiques, an
upright piano, bicycle, refrigerator,
electric organ and a number of smaller
items.
The rescue squad will be accepting
merchandise for the sale through noon
Friday.
Anyone wanting further information
or who have items to be donated for the
fire truck can call the Fire Control
Center at 753-4112. The squad will also
be accepting cash donated
Merchandise to be donated may be
dropped off at the office of Mercy
Ambulance on the corner of 4th and
Chestnut Street in Murray or
arrangements will be made to pick up
items by squad members when the Fire
Control Center number is called.
t,
'HONORS DAY AWARD ...Narita Cassity. o4-41Autray Route-.1, dasesis4er-e4-14; find
Mrs. Albert.Cassity, if,,. was. recognized at vas.f three co-recipients el the Dub.
standing Student in Home 1conomics award in Honors Day ceremonies at Murray
State University Sunday. She is shown accepting the congratulatkIns of Dr. Alice
Koenecke, chairman of the Department of Home Economics. MISS Cassity, a junior,
was among about 225 students who were accorded individual recognition during the
program on the campus.
TOP NURSING STUDINT: Judy Ward • Grogan, 107
Williams Avenue, Murray, was recognized as the Out-
----standivig senior in .nursing- fot"114 1977-70-gehoot year -
...2cluriaithe annuaLHonors Day isfogeain April 24„tit Murray
State University. Shown offering congratulations is Dr.
Martha Erwin, chairman of•the Department of Nursing,'
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward, 212 North 8th
Street, Murray, she is married to Glen Grogan and the
mother of three children.
HONORS DAY AWAJID — Rita L McClellan of Murray, formerly of Madiscorivre, war-
 --presented an award as the Outstanding Senior Geology Major in Honors Day
at-Murray State University on Sunday, April 21 she is shown accepting the
. congratulations of her Wusband, Dr. B. E. IsialeRan. Mts. McClellan, the daughter of Mr:
and Mrs. S. B. Sheely of 2084 Mullins Lane in Madisonville, will be graduated magna
. • cum laude (with high distinction) on May 13. She was also recognized on Honors Day
as a member of Alpha Chi national honor society for scholarship. Her husband is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. G. W. McClellan of Hickman County.
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• HICKS ROY
• Mr. and Mrs. Michael E.
Hicks of Murray Route Three
are the parents of a baby boy,
Knstopher Michael, weighing
seven pounds eleven ounces,
measuring 1914 inches, born
on Thursday, March 30, at 4:49
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital . ;
They have one daughter.
April Linn. age twenty
months. The father is em-
- ployed at Burkeen Used Cars.
-= Grandparents are Mrs.
• Annette Hicks, Murray,
Robert itiCka.. New Concord,
and Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Rogers, Alm° Route One.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. H. M. Lawrence,
Hazel, Mrs. Evelyn Wilker-
son, Mrs Luvena Lovett, and
Mrs. Oina Camp, all of.
• Murray. Great great grand-
'• -parents are Mrs_ , Edna, 
.:.Donelson and Tebe Suiter,
• &all of Murray.
HOSPITAL.TTITIENT
Jerry Atkins of-M-urray has
been dismissed from the
Western r Baptiir Hospital,
Paducah. — -
PADUCAH PATINT ---
Mrs. Mason Thomas of
Murray Route Three has been
a patient at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Homer England of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Stella Harmon of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Sarah Housden of Murray





was Mrs. Lois Norwood of
Hardin.
MISS PURYEAR AND COURT — Jennifer Gail Galin:pore was chosen Miss Puryear
during the Beauty Revue held reently at Puryear School. She is the 13-year-old
, daughter of Mr. &AO MIS. Wek/041 Gallimore.--Completing the court Wetre-first-frealdieri--:-- Yas1Aug- luncheon hy
' -tynn Wade (left) 14-year-old daughter tifiMitlan Hale. Anita ktarte-by-,12, ctiiighter C a 11 oway County
Mr. and Mrs. jimmy Ray was selected as second maid. The pageant was open to girls in Homemakers will be held
tbefieveatkend frorti eleven a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
at. ..the Education building,
First United -- Methodist
—Church.
Wednesday, April 26
. Murray State Uniyersity
Percussion Ensemble, Tom
Vanarsdel, conductor, will
present its spring concert at




Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Walt Apperson as guest'
speaker.
Murray Sub-District United
Methodist Youth will meet at
the Murray. First Church at
seven p.m.
meet at Seven p.m. at the club.
NOte change from court house.
JUNIOR KING AND QUEEN — Troy Lynn Bennett, 5, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ben-
nett and Julie Danette Paschall, 9, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Paschall, were chosen
Junior King and Queen of Puryear. Other members of the court include (from left) first
page Bart Peevvhouse, 5, son of Mrs. Tresa Peevyhouse, first maid Lori Susanne Owen,
7, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Owen, Queen Julie, tang Troy, second maid Sherry
Renee Brown, 7, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Nichols, second page Brian Wynn, 6,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William H. Wynn. Children from kindergarten through third par-
ddpated in the pageant.
Design Of Clothes Can
Help Teach Children
The way clothes are made
goes a long way toward
tearhing a child to dress
himself, according to an
Extension home economist in
the University .of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
''A two-year-old child begins
to show independence by
wanting to dress without help"
says clothing specialist Bette
Jo Dedic. •'At three,
youngsters probably will want
clothes they can get into and
out of by themselves. But the
age at which children can
handle their own clothes
depends on the individual, the
training the child receives and
the way clothes are made."
The specialist lists a
number of qualities mothers
should look for in buying
clothes for children in this age
group. Among them are:
Front openings, with big .
buttons, buttonholes and
zippers — ,but as few as
possible. When placed where
the child can see them they-,
are easier to handle. Learning
is easier if fastenings are of
the same type and in the same
place, according to Ms. Declic.
Easy-to-tell fronts and
backs.
Necklines large or stretchy
enough to slip easily over the
child's head.
Suspenders fastened with
large buttons. Elastic or
stretch waist bands in pants or
skirts. The specialist notes
that boxer shorts are easy for
little children to pull on and/
off.
Pockets easy to reach and •
big enough to use.
Knits and stretch materials
that "give."
tonite's movies




_THE ONE (7. .[Ends Thor. AND ONLY
All Seats $3.00 Under 17 Must Have
if . No Bargain Nitre. Written Permission
641 N Central Clr
Now Open Fri-Sat.-Sun.
"Swedish Fly Girls" (R)
Si "Female Response" (R),
JUNIOR MISS AND COURT — Tina Marie Taylor
(seated) 11, was chosen Puryeaes Junior Miss. Tina is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Nichols. First maid Lisa
Michelle Scott (left) 11, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Bach. Second Maid Brooke Barker, 10, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Barker. Girls in the
fourth through sixth grade were eligible.
Legal Rights Given At
Visits To Your Doctor
Don't surrender your legal
rights at the doctor's office,
hospital or nursing home.
"You have the legal right of
control over your own body,
and you have the right to be
fully informed about any
suggested treatment," says
Helen Stevens, a family
economics specialist with the
UK College of Agriculfure
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice.
You nave the right to a full
explanation of the results of
any tests Or ealrloratory
surgery
If you ask him to do so, your
doctor is required to explain
the procedure, risks and
possible consequences of 'any
treatment or lark of treatment
In "plain words" that you can
really understand
You have the right to refuse
to see questa, or to cut their
visits short. In other words,
your have .8 right to p vacy.
You have the right to
your own nightclothes nd
Jewelry if you want to, unless
it interferes with treatment.
You have a right to
adequate treatment. If you
feel you haven't received it,
talk it over with your doctor or
hospital staff as a first step.
You have a right to private
medical records, available
only to you and your doctor
unless you give your consent
otherwise. You have the right
to confidentiality from both
your doctor and hospital.
"In other words," says
Steven.s, "you're still a per-
son, still a citizen, even when
you're a patient. If you
become seriously ill and are
no longer able to insist on your
legal rights, a dose friend or
relative should be aware _of_
them so as to protect' your.
interest."
For more' information, you.
can write for a free copy of "A
Patient's Bill of Rights "




-Square dance workshop will
be on patio of -Student Union
Building, Murray State
University, from eight to 9:30
p.m. Open to public.
Ellis Center will be Ten
from ten Lai, to three p.m, for
seni,or citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., quilting or own
handwork at 10:30 a.m., lunch
..at noon, and table games or
shuffleboard at one s.rn.
Baritone recital by Norms_
L. Pack Eldorado, Ill., will
begin at seven p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
- Concert by Murray State
University Brass Choir will
begin at 8:15 p.m. in Old,
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU. No charge
and public is invited.
Executive Night Banquet
for Murray Chapter National
Secretaries Association will
be at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m. with
Ray Corns as speaker.
Friday, April 28
Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at the executive room of
Woodmen of the World
building at 9:30 a.m.. with
James L. Johnson as speaker.
Luncheon honoring 1978
Secretary of the Year and
Boss of the Year will be held
by the Murray Chapter of
National Secretaries
Association at the Holiday Inn
at twelve noon.
Piano recital by Renee
Johnston Kelly, Marysville,
Ohio, will be at 4:30 p.m.,
French horn recital by Vickie
Hays, Ledbetter, will be at
seven p.m., and a cello recital
by Susan Carp, Martin, Tn.,
will be at 8:15 p.m., all in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
West Kentucky Future
Farmers of America Field
Day will be at the Murray
State University farm starting
at 8:30 a.m.
Exhibits opening at the
Clara M.. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, will
be a three-dimensional exhibit
by Shirley E. Walk, Radcliffe,
paintings and drawings by
Alice Ann Henderson, Ripley,
Tn., and weavings and textiles
by Joyce Jean, Owensboro.
They will continue through
May 10.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held with persons to




pub-mek, ... waiter]. Apperson
Editor . .... R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Langer h. Thom Is
published every afternoon except Sun
days, July 4, Christmas Day, New
year's Day and ThanlosgIvIng by
Murray N1rI Inc., . 4th
St. Murray, Ky. urn. Second Clam
ponage Paid at Ninny, Ky 43171
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In 
served*, carriers, $2.50 per month,
payable In advance By mail In
Calloway County and to Benign. Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky. and Paris, Pluchanan
end Pis yams . ?a , $17 56 pet year Ply
rnajl to other destinations, 132 SO per
year.
lidarabor at mandated Press, Kano
Press Association and Southern
per PuTilfsbers Associable
The Associated Preas II eschadvely
Ametiliest I.
originated by Murray !Adger &
Tins' as well as all other AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Builnem OPftice  753-1914
lassitied AdverUsIng 76:1-11116
Retail Imptiay,p Adverestrg 7534119
Orrulation  733-1916
News -end Sport* Dept 7334911
THE LATEST METHODS for INSTANT FASHION
with the least amount of sewing time.
NUDE WOMAN
FABRICS
Presents a Special Sewing Show
AUDIIpt CHILDRESS
Author,- lecturer, Teacher-trainer, TV-
Personality, Contest Judge, Editorialist,
rfaisUaii teaching sewing Inherawn New
Orleans School for fourteen years — and
has more than 11,000 students to her credit.
Outside 'of'ter-sehool in Louisiana her
talents have taken her to, more than 23
states, from her work in major depart-
ment stores for some of the country's
largest manufacturers to training all the
EXTENSION SERVICES HOME
ECONOMISTS OF TWO ENTIRE
. STATES. She is Certified Master Teacher
'in the Bishop Method of Clothing Con-
struction, training under three of the
greatest available teachers of her time.
Among the other shows she does is,
"Twenty Fashions in A Hatbox," which
she derived from her Bishop Method
teachings and seven years of modeling. She has performed this show to more
than 600 local, state and national groups in 17 states. Formerly a Mrs. Louisiana
and Mrs. America finalist, Audrey wears nothing but clothesstre-has sewn her-
self. Her dedicated attention and exceptional knowledge of fabrics and personal
needs for the home-sewer shows a brilliant demonstration for what the
American women need and want to learn. Additionally, she will demonstrate
the latest in sewing kits.
Mr. Ray's presentation is endorsed by two
of the leading authorities in the Design and
Clothing Construction Field, and owners of
two of the leading garment manufac-
turers in the United States. (Including a
leading manager. of one of this nation's
largest fabric store chains.) Unlike most
presentations, Mr. Ray has no books to
sell! The full size Patterns which he lec-
tures and demonstrates, are very ex-
pensively printed on heavy bondpaper and
given Free of t!harge to those attending.
With proper'care, these Master Patterns
should last for many years and can be used
by family, friends and neighbors—over
and over again! Mr. Ray will have over 26
model_ garments which were made
from these Master Patterns for your viewing pleasm-e.
Attend thia ant vie-Awhile progroil03lioirrs
training for the nominal fee of $7.00
(Fill-time students only $5.00)
AT CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
NWT. 641 AND ARCADIA COURT
TWO SNOWS
10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. &
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
- YOU WILL LEARN: 4
The natural way to being
f ashioaable.
How fabrics ars the most im-
portant inspiration.
How to maks a High Fashion piece
in 30 mimeos!
How to be your own fashion
designer.
5. Special needs for special fabrics.
6. Now to fit patterns regardless of
body type. •









































































































Plans have been completed
by Miss Angela Canip,
daughter. of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Camp, for her wedding
to Tony McClure, son of Mr.
and Kra. Floyd MeChWe.
The_SOSTI Will' be solemnized
on Friday, April 28, at seven
p.m. at the New Mount Car-
mel Baptist Church. New
Concord, with the Rev. George
White officiating.
Serving as maid of honor
will be Kim Thornton, cousin
of the brideselecL Roger
Stubblefield will serve as the
ssbest man for Mr. McClure.
ihhers will be • Randy
__McClure, brother _of_tlie_
groom-eTect, and Róiin e
Thornton, uncle, of the bride
elect.
het
Wite-a4 At Mt. Carmel
The wedding music will be r
presented by Gary McClure, .
brother of the groom-eleat. -
Miss Tarne.ra
cousin of the bride-elect, will
preside at the register.
-A--reeeption-
following the ceremony at the
community room of the North
Branch of the PeoplessBank.
• All friends and realtives are
invited to the wdAng and
reception.
• •
In ancient England it was be-
Wired that Wednesday was
the best day for _sowing wain.-
Dentures Have Her.,
Down in the Mouth
; —By—Abigail Van Buren
•11711 Os aucago- irlOonVi.Y. Nova Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: Earn desperate. Mr husband refuses to
wear his dealt-fie. He sings with a country western band
on Saturday nights, and that's the only time he'll wear
them. He looks 20 years older without his dentures, and
I've totd him I'm ashamed to be seen withhim looking that
way. But he just ignores rm.
Someone asked the once if he was my father! It seems
that he couldn't care less how he looks for me. His only
concern is looking good for the people on Saturday night.
He went back to his dentist several times and. was told
the dentures fit all right, he'll just have to get used to
them.
How do I get him to wear them? It's ruining our
marriage.
IRKED IN ILLINOIS
• DEAR IRKED: The only way your husband will get
used to his dentures is by wearing them. He knows that.
Perhaps your approach has been wrong. If you've been
btiligerent and demanding, change your tune. Be sweet.
When you quit &swim him out, he just =fight put his
choppers in.
DEAR ABBY: When I was in high school, I fell in love
with Bill, and we were married right after graduation. Bill
died shortly before our graduation from college. I was
heartbroken and never really got over him, but life goes
on.
Five years later I married Bob and we had two children,
now 13 and 15. About six months ago, while looking
through some old photographs, the kids found several
pictures of Bill and me together. When they asked who he
was, I told them he was my first husband.
Bob exploded. He said it was bad for the kids to know
that he was my "second choice." He insists that I should
have told them that Bill was just an old friend or. at most, a
high school sweetheart.
I think our children should not be lied to, and they are
old enough to know the truth. Who is right?
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: You are.
DEAR ABBY: Dotty, a very close friend of mine, ii' 
goingwith Henry, a good-looking bachelor who is involved
with three other *omen that I know of. Dotty has heard
about Henry's playing the field, but she thinks that. by
seeing as much of him as possible, and practically living
with him, he might eventually marry her. I know for a fact
it will never happen because my husband asked Henry if he
was serious about Dotty, and Henry said he wasn't serious
about any woman and he intends to die a bachelor.
Dotty is 50 and has a lot to offer, even if she is a
grandmother; Henry is a few years younger and has never
been married. •
When Henry calls Dotty, she drops everything and runs.
It hurts me to see her used this way. How can I keep her
from making a fool of herself?.
BROOKLYN
DEAR BROOKLYN: You can't. Let Dotty paddle her
own canoe Butt nat. There's always a chance that Dotty
will hook him.
Who said (be teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose


















MRS. DOLLY McNUTT, center, is shown with Mrs. Crit Lowry, left, and Mrs. Sallie Guy
-.1ollowipg 1r rayless-albs past-legislative session_ before the League of Women
Voters Monday evening at the North Branch of-PeOfis es Bank-Mis.'McNutt, former
mayor of Paducah, represented Paducah in the legislature.
- —
State_Repv meNutt veaks
the deaf in the United States.
At League Meet On Monday 175-acre campus near theLocated on a picturesque
Mildred Ann Woods, Member
Of Graduating Ctais-I978
—Mrs. Dolly McNutt, "State
Representative in the Ken-..
tucky Legislature, reviewed
the past session on women's
issues to members of the
League of Women Voters
Monday everting at the North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
The former mayor of
Paducah reminded her
audience that all decisions
affecting government apply to
women. In the 447 pieces of
legislation enacted, all in-
volved women as well as men.
Mrs. McNutt specifically
spoke of the fact that Ken-
tucky was the 10th state to
issue a call for a Con-
stitutional Convention for the:-
human life amendment.
She mentioned that the
legislature created the Cancer
Commission, a cabinet level
energy department, a division
of tourism in the Department
of Commerce and a Crisis
Assistance aid which involves
a 90 day assistance for those in
temporary need.
Mrs. McNutt said she
thought the education
legislation was very suc-
cessful and good- She hoped-
solMillwie salines- saimism.
for an improvement in the
true derhocratic process with
open and free debate and
decision.
She also spoke on the fact
that in 1920 equal rights was
first introduced. She reminded
her audience that every
president -"Since Eisenhower,
as well as both Democratic
and Republican platforms,
had contained Equal Rights
principles.
The public was welcomed to
this informative meeting,
according to Ruth Howard,
MrsPresident who P resided• 
Crit Lowry introduced Mrs. students.
McNutt.
Mildred Ann Woods,
daughter of Mrs. Eva Woods
of Murray Route Eight, is'a
member of the graduating
class at the Kentucky School
for the Deaf in Danville. The
155th commencement exer-
cises are scheduled for
Friday, June 2, at two p.m. in
the Thomas Physical
Education Complex on the
Danville campus.
Miss Woods has attended
the school at Disnville since
September 1968. She littended
the Detroit Day School for 21/2
years and a special education
class at Harmon SchooL -
The Kentucky School for the
Deaf is a part of the public
school ifyikent-t'ef--the-
monwealth of Kentucky, and
was founded hi 1823, as the
first state supported &Werke
74.3ea
NOW RELEASED
- Teddy Potts of Murray
Route One has been released
from Norton's Hospital,
Louisville, after having un-




ningham have returned home
after spending a few days with
their son and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Zane Cunningham .and
children, -Phillip and Joy
Lanette, Bowling Green.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Donald Johnson of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Jimmy Jones of Murray
Route Two has been a patient
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Clint Skaggs of Hardin
Route One has been dismissed











Since the last week's
publication of the beginnings
of the First Christian Church
history as found by Don
McCord, in.- the church
-minutes, I have had calls
concerning some interesting
items concerning the church.
Nyli. Humphrey Key, (Ethel
Crawford) told me that her
grandfather, F. N. Crawford
of the Lynn Grove community,
was a charter member of the
local Christian Church, ac-
cording to her family history.
She said he rode horseback to
church in Murray, but his wife
took the children by wagon to
the Methodist church at
Goshen. "That's why all ithe'
Crawfords are Methodists"
she said.
Mrs. Harry Erwin (Myrtle
Johnston Wall) called to tell
me that her grandmother and
a charter member of the




The following is taken from
The August 1860 church
minutes:
At the meeting on Saturday
before the 1st Lord's Day in
August Brother Wm. Dugger
being by appointment ex-
pected and failing toforne, the
hour having fully arrived for
preaching to commence, one
of the brothers and another
elder proposed that a certain
elder be invited to preach.
This elder said, 'You know I
cannot invite this man to
preach as there is an unsettled
matter of difference between
us." Then the elder was in-
vited to preach anyway. He
agreed to preedisprovidedx.-.
be 'allowed to take an ex-
pression of the congregation -
whether or not they wished
him to preach.
"I, (the church clerk)
agreed, thinking he would pat
.the question in order When I
resumed my seat, the op-
posing elder asked me if the
invited elder consented to
preach. I told him he did, and
then he remarked that he
thought he had better absent
himself from the house. I
remarked that I would vouch
for the brother that he would
not mention or hint of the
difficulty, whereupon the
brother consented to stay.
- "The invited brother took
the stand and after prayer,
proceded to make some
remarks relative to the
condition ,in which he was
placed. . . and became quite
personal. . . Then began his
remarks by saying, 'Now if
there is a sister or brother In
- the congregation that objects
to my preaching in this house,
they will make it known by
holding up their hand.' Then
the offended brother alone,
held up his hand. Then the
brother in the pulpit motioned
his hand at the lone objector
and in quite harsh tone
remarked, "That's nothing
more than I expected of you,
Sir.'
"The objector rose and
asked to make a remark or
two. The presiding elder then
gathered up his books and left
the stand. The protesting elder
proceeded to give a brief
history of what the Supposed
to be grounds of the brother's
hostility toward him was He
affirmed that he had not in the
conversation, intended an
insult to the offended brother,
but had attempted by
private conversation with him
to hear an old breach,
labouring for the general
good.
-• • . A committee was asked
for to Investigate and report
Whereupon Brethern WM.
Cutchen, R. J. .Martin and
JoBle4 1VIt.K5ight were sp-
Politted t4 inimmon witnesses
and edjudicate the case an
report the results of their
deliberations.
"At the next meeting the 1st
of September, the committee
above named reported that
from all evidence that mid
ikm
be had, they concluded the
motives and conduct of the
offended elder was not such as
to found an accusation upon.
Whereupon the -committee
was discharged and the
congregation gave their Amen
to the decision."
heart of historic Danville,
Boyle County, Kentucky, this
:residential schoelip dedicated
to providing a quality
eduCation to Kentucky's deaf
children, 6 to 21 years of age.
Deaf children who reside in
(or in close proximity! to)
Danville attend classes as day




and sent& high schoon;
Vocational; and Physical
Education.
In addition to the excellent
facilities in Danville, pre-




operated in cooperation with
various local school systems
and-- other local agencies
'throughout Kentucky in an
effort. to provide community.-
based classes and services for
hearing impaired children
under 6 years' of age and their
families.
The high school academic
program leads to a diploma
accredited by the State
Department of Education.





Vford thr studsnt,1_,Art op-
portunity to pakicipate in
service clubs and
organizations where they gain
understanding and training in
iitisenship, leadership aiid 
use of leisure time. Teamwork
and _ sportsmanship are
stressed in football, basket-
ball, track sitid swimming
-competitienaeitheither schools
In the area as well as other
schools for the deaf.
The Child Study Center on
campus provides a parent-
child program of evaluation
and support services. 'A-team
of specialists include a parent
education director,
audiologist, • social:. worker,
counselor-psychometrist and
infirmary staff.
The horizons of the school
are ever expanding and new
services envisioned. Future.
ment of a multi -Mrs. Ivan Outland Hostess handicapped facility, apar-
For-North-1Wp. urray Meeting
Mrs. Edgar- Morris,
president, presided at the 
meetingof the North Murray"
Homemakers Club held on
Friday, April 14, at 1:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Ivan
Outland.
The devotional leader, Mrs.
Esco Gunter chose Solomon
2:11-12 as her scripture
reading comparing
springtime to new life
followed by a poem and
prayer. Mrs. Charlie
Crawford, secretary, gave
reports. Nine members ah-
swered the roll call by naming




the tasting tea on April 27 at
the First United Methodist
Church.
The landscape notes on
"The Care of House Plants"'
were given by Mrs. Bailey
Higgins.
The main lesson) on "Tips
For Living" was presented by
Mrs. Gunter. She presented
the cause oldifferent ailments
and stressed the importance
of early treatment.
A casserole basket was on
display by the craft leader,
Mrs. Gunter.
Also present were Mrs.
Angie Gibbs, Mrs. Fred
Gingles, Mrs. John Workman,
members, Mrs. Amy Wilson
and Mrs. Calfie Ginglts,
visitors.
During the social hour a
recreational program was
held and Mrs. Outland served
refreshments. - ----- -
The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs.
Bailey Riggins on Friday,
May 12, at 1:30 p.m.
..tment-type high school dor-
mitories, a new middle school,
and expans-ions --ef---4be
vocational and physical
education building will soon be
a r'eality.
SOUP AND MILK
Sip a soup when you're
hungry to take the edge off an
appetite. A scitirsAo savor
combines one (101/2 oz.) can of
condensed tomato soup with
one can of milk. Heat and
serve garnished with thin







All Merchandise In Store
e e I1d12 ,!Tp.„N.E:r.r,ikaI y (Orrzt:e.i1ono, , 3rittr
753 3111
w Crisco Oils
easy-to-pour ga ion is
$100 easier-to -buy.
$1.00 REFUND: Buy a one-gallon bottle
of Crisco Oil and get $1.00 back by mail! No other
leading oil can match Crisco Oil's specially
designed handle that makes the gallon so easy •
to pour. And remember, Crisco Oil fried foods
don't taste greaspand Crisco Oil salads don't
havia heavy, Oily taste.
_
Enclosed is One Crisco Oil Gallon gat
Foil Cap Liner (do not send metal cap)
Please mail my $1.00 refund to.
NAME _ 
ADDRE§S_, '  
c_.—•-•)---
7...  . 
(ori 1(pietas pnot clOt,propr doloory O•psnOs on 4 compt•to find coot/0 idiorsol
CITY '
0 • -
STATE: IP copE •
S •
AREA CODE  TELEPHONE, 
kiNteloriry if more delivirno ,ollonoalbon noied•-T-If •
kat" tn stamped envelope and mail to CriscriCsi $100 Refund Offer.
P.O Box PG 521.•Ei Paso, Sexes 7,9977
Cres4e Os $1 00 Ref und Otter Cedificaiiik.Vsh redemption vaTt.self29 It1
PLEASE NOTE THESE
ADDITIONAL TERMS:







• .r-Umit tine refund pit nameor
7.4.-- 4110011101114.1siX:z.--
-your offer rights may not be
assigned cs transferred
—'Please allow 4 6 weeks for
delivery
—Offer good from April 24,



























































































Given Away Each "kik --
Register each time you- -  
awe, the store for the
$100 given away each wirek
Last Week's Charlene ThompsonWieser 1612 Catalina
..•
*I0oilaing to Soy •10o cord; To Plods • All You Do Is
Register fade Tune You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
oesday at II:00 p. rn New Contest Starts Thursday
Morn*. • 
.Employees of Parkers and their Families riot eligible to win..Adults •
only may reviler .You do not have to be present to inn
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Potatoes &Of Of Moro
Fancy Red






VI rt Frosty MEW Mash Brown
*Potatoes•• frosty Acres apiece:
• :Corn On lob 98

























appear in the following order:
Mayfield Middle, David
Tucker; _North Marshall
Junior High, Jackie Wayland;




High, Sarah Lynn; Heath
Middle, James Hobby; Lone
Oak - Middle, Robert
Singletary; Reidland Middle,
Nancy Page; Livingston
Central High School, Larry
Dawes; Lyon County High
School, Robert Kratz; Murray
High Concert Band, Frank
Schwab"; and Providence High
School, Keith Sperry. -
The Saturday schedule
includes:
Murray Middle 7th Grade,
Frank Schwab; Murray
Middle Ilth Grade, James
Light; Crittenden County High
School, Eldon Matlick;
Marshall County High School.
George Milarf; Heath High
School, David Berry; Caldwell
County High School, George
-- Stephens; • Ttigg County High
School, Alan Baker; Lone Oak
High School, Gary Crisp;
Murray -High Symphonic
Band,. Joe Sills; Paducah
Tilghman High School, Doug
Van Fleet; and Reidland High
School, Bill Bradford.
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE—The Murray State Univeri Percussion Ensemble, con-
ducted by% Tom Vanarsdel, will present Its spring concert on Wednesday, April 26, at
8:15 p.m. in the University Theater of the Price Doyle fine Arts Center. The public is in-
vited and the admission is free. The ensemble will premiere "Domitian" by Vanarsdel
and PM Jenkins II, sculptor, whose work is an art-music synthesis in which mechanized
sound sculptures will interact with other sound sculptures preformed by members of
the ensemble. Special lighting effects will be by-Betsy Dunman. Dr. David Nelson, left,
will be violin soloist. Other pictured, left to right, are Vanarsdel, conductor, Lisa Cates,
David Powell, and Rick Gardner. Other members not pictured, arekthn Delgado, Mike
Perry, Bonnie Stockdale, Kathy fang, Rob West, Karen Hirnmer, Jamie Elliott, Lee
Blackaby and Kevin Hilkey.
Sylvania Lighting Center. Danvers. Mass. 01923
- —
SQUADIUND ORME DONATLON— Pe-rsonnel with Waldrop Saw and Lock Company -41:r Mug:ay are doing th •
part in a Calloway County fire and Rescue Squad effort in collecting money to buy a new fire truck. Accepting the
donation (foreground, from left) are Kenny Collins and-Rodger Mathis. Company personnel behind the counter are
(from left) Loyd Key and Jimmie Key. The fire and rescue squad is currently taking donations for a fund raising auc-
tion set Friday, April 28, at the squad headquarters. Anyone having items they. want to clonaterto the squad can call
the Fire Control Center at 753-4112 for further information.
_
Forestry Officials Say Three
JnsectsPose_Danger To Trees
FRANKFORT — It's- that
time of year again when trees
are beginning to turn nice and
green, but unfortunately all
tbat nice greenery is „what
caterpillars thrive on.
According to officials in the
state Division of Forestry.
Kentuckians should par-
ticularly benare of three
defoliating insects: the
Virginia pine sawfly, the
Arkansas pine sawfly and the
Eastern tent caterpillar.
Probably the most abundant
pest of the three is the Eastern
tent caterpillar which feeds on
the foliage of cherry, apply,
crabapple and other hardwood
trees in most of the Eastern.
United States.
Forestry officials , have
estimated that the am9unt of
Eastern tent caterpillars
thriving in Kentuclsy wdl
slightly higher than in
previous years. Silken webs or
tents can already be spotted in
the branches of host trees
throughout the state.
the insect can completely
defoliate hardwood trees
during Aprirand May, but tree
mortality is rare. However,
the combination of hundreds
of caterpillars, silken tents
measuring three or four feet in
diameter and naked branches
can be unsightly.
Several varieties of
caterpillars can cause these
"tents." If you have these
white tents scattered on your
fruit trees but are not sure
whether they are Eastern tent
caterpillars, these are usually
two inches long, hairy and
have a white strip down the




brown patches and blue spots tack for three or more seakeio
on the sides.
The Virginia pine tawny
attacks Virginia, - Shertleg,
and Pitchtineaintasternand_
southcentral Kentucky.
Although the presence of this
insect has been detected in  
those regions, forestry of-
ficials estimate that the
overall damage will be light
this spring.
This insect begins
defoliating trees during mid to
late April when the larvae is in
the caterpillar stage and can
strip a tree within two weeks.
However, they feed entirely on
iiiie=year•ad= -needles
complete their development
before the new needles ap-
pear. In other words, if these
creatures thrive on your pines
for one year there is little to
worry about. If other con,
ditlons are favorable after the
insects are grown, the trees
can produce enough new
foliage to survive.
It is time to worry, however,
if the trees have been heavily
defoliated for three or more
consecutive years because the
pines are severely weakened
and highly susceptible to
attack by other insects and
diseases.
, If you've seen these green-
caterpillars with- shiny black
heads and four gray or black.
stripes running the ,length of
their bodies for the past three
or more years on your pine
trees, it could be time to get
rid of them once and for all.
The characteristics of the
Arkansas pine sawfly are very
similar to that of the Virginian
pine sawfly, but they attack
loblolly pines in Western
Kentucky during April and
May.
Forestry officials estimate
that defoliation by this insect
will also be light with only a 10
to 20 per cent loss of foliage on
loblolly pines expected this
ar.
Like the Virginia pine
sawfly, this caterpillar causes
little damage when he thrives
on a tree for one season. But
loblolly pines that suffer at-
* TUESDAY SPTCIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious serving of Catfish Fillpt
frp•h gulf select oysters and g.ilf fried
shiimp served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies and co.- slaw
2" *WEDNESDAY SPECIAL *
Landlubber Special
Fried Chicken
Southern fried golden brown with
choice of potato col* slaw and
southern hushpuppies
can be susceptible to other
insects or diseases.
- The insects are light green
.with reddish-brown heads and
'dark stripes which run the
their bodies.
Twenty-three bands from
high schools, junior high
schools, and middle schools in
West Kentucky will be on the
campus of Murray State
University Friday - and
Saturday, April 28-29, for the
First Region Band Festival.
-Richard W. Farrell, Murray
State professor emeritus and
festival manager, said the
program-in Lovett Auditorium
will begin at 4 p. m. on Friday
and at 8 a. m. on Saturday. He
added that the public is invited
to attend at no admission
charge. -
Bands will be classified
according to the difficulty of
music selected for the
program sponsored by the--
Kentucky Music Educators
Association (KMEA) and the
Deparlment
Murray State.
A panel-of three judges, all
music educators, wilr criticize
- and evaluate performances
for ratings. They are: Dr.
Howard Nicer, George
Peabody College in Nashville:,
James Stuppy, director of
bands- at Columbia, Tenn.; -
and Larry Moore, director of
bands at Lafayette High
School in Lexington.
Each band will perform at
least two selections and be
Judged superior, excellent,
good, fair, or poor,, B
rated superior or eeltënt
will be awarded a plaque,
while bands rated superior
will be eligible to receive a
contact--your_  DeiFireet.
tucky Division of Forestry Band& and t4eir directors.
office. performing on Friday will
For additional information •
concerning these insects and
how to control them, (or any
other tree insect or disease),
Sylvania has gone the old flip flash two better.
pow, for use in all flip flash cameras, there's Flip Flash Super 10. With ten flashes-instead of
Iht. Which gives, you two extra shots at the perfect picture (plus,a better match
• with 10 And 20 exposure films).
What'S more, flash fbr flash, you pay less for Super 10
than you do the old &flash unit.°
And when its time to flip your flash, Super 10 has-a
• -44444adicator light that tells you so. To keep you from
-
wastlelAngaglushedt.DON r Flrpf4ash Super 107 '




picking up 442 pounds at a be asked to manage the club season starts
got the players to do the job,
we've got to regroup."
Rapp, who will celebrate his
50th birthday on May 11, was
hired by the Cardinals as
manager in-October 1976. His
dismissal came 20 days into
his second season. .
Krol, 41, cattle- to -the St.
Louis club as a coach for
Rapp. He has been with the
Cardinals as a player and
manager since signing as
third baseman in 1954. He
Cu through. the 196 6
season, when he also began his
managerial career.
Reports of an argument
between catcher Ted Sim-
...A Rapp in which the
player was called a -loser"
had been confirmed Tuesday
by Rapp. •
-That's nine days ago. I
Chambliss drove in fifth-
The Massac County Jaycees -
will hold a Memorial Day ----huung New Ym-kruns andlint-Riev tournament, one pound an a temPc̀rarY - hal"- tult4 a
Spencer blasted a homer in.. more than the previous record fulltune fepTacement could be
the ninth as the Yankees- held by sbristo, pkichbov of arranged.  He gave no in- who will turn 35 next month,
whipped the- Orioles. Rookie _Bulgaria_ . dication who Ra-ppis-successor
Jim Beattie allowed five hits
before- being relieved in the 
-Lidseventh by SPIKki Lyle- -
Beattia's victory came- in his Loses, NI mplitsmajor league debut.
Bed Sax:443resters_L__
JIM Rice and Carl The Murray State,- Calabro with stall:17.2 in the
Yastrzemski drove in two runs University women's track 3,000 rile-tersl ' Calabro with a
apiece, leading Boom- over teamclosed its season with an 19:41 in- . the : .5,0QQ Meters;
Milwaukee. The Red S°R 89-57 child meet loss Thesday Harding arith a 543 in the high
scored all their runs in the jump and Brenda Giger with aat Memphis State University.
first two innings, with-. Rice 92-2 in the javelin.It was only the second time ..
Mt HH LEIK;Ell P TIME-7)
PORTS
. llk 
by Francisco Barrios, the s By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Tigers erupted for three runs AP Sports Writer
in the ninth to tie the game at
'Old Men Of NU Star.
For Braves And aPhils
Vern RappZets Fired
,
'before needing last-out relief ST. LOUIS (AP) _ Vero Might be or 'how soon a
be.14;,,froin Dave I ailoche and Bopp kboan iirsd as_ _gkcision would be made.  
rookie Carney Lansford drove manager of the St. Louis it is always difficult to say
appropriate inin two runs with a double to , Cardinals, August A, Busch something
lead California over Seattle. Jr., president of the National these situations, " Busch said
Mariners' seventh hit and 
nLeounagcued Thbaessecllayllnigchlut.b, an- - in a
finding unrest on the ball club,
statement. "With con-LaRoche gave up the
loaded the bases before pit- Rapp was informed of the it had become evident to the
Philadelphia's Jim Kaat
4-4 and send it inte extra in- • and Atlanta's Phil Niekro
. Angels 3_ Mariners (1 As Redbird' s' Manager_ comedian Jack Benny madehave reached the age thatflings.
Chris Knapp allowed six hits
second game on Miguel dung out of trouble in the- decision by General Manager Cardinal management in
Dilone's run-scoring single in_I Bing Devine, who made a..-"Went 
days that some actionVM" 
the 14th inning. The game WEIGHTLIFTING special trip to Montreal 
was inevitable, and the
ended five minutes before the KOSCOW - Sultan Rakh- Tuesday night to advise him 
decision to relieve Vern Rapp
• Yankees 4, Orioles 3 in thi --- aftatth- -- gap er. to a club spokesman. 
--w_aKsivimasadeidtodhalaybi.".ggest worry
AL's 1 a.m. local curfew time. manov, 28, set a world record on behalf of Busch, according
Mickey Rivers and Chris heavyweight -weightlifters, Devine said Jack Krol would 
right now is to get the bull pen
‘sr
 he said. -"We've
acer Track Team
ee e
famous, but -they2,re ,- -no
laughing matter to National
League batters.
The 39-year-old --veterans
were in fine fettle Tuesday
night. Kaat, making his first
start of the season, hurled a
three-hitter as the Phillies
trimmed the Chicago Cubs 7-0
and Niekro knuckled the
Braves past the San Francisco-
Giants 3-1 with a six-hitter.
It was a pitcher's day - old
and young - in the National
League. ,
Don Robinson, a 20-year-ofd-
Pittsburgh rookie, posted his
first big league triumph with a
five-hit 2-1 decision over the
New York Mets. Tonuny John,
threw a six-hitter and ran his
career record against Cin-
cinnati to 11-2 as the Los
Angeles Dodgers defeated the
Reds 4-2.
St. Louis' John Urrea, 23,
scattered seven -hits and
struck out 10 in Cardinals' 7-2
victory - both runs were
unearned - over the Montreal
Expos and Houston's Mark
Lemongello, 22, checked the
San Diego Padres 4-3-on six
and Yastrzemski keying each ever the Lady Racers havi - -s• hits.,
rally with singles. been defea,ted in a dual meet. Murray had a bundle of „
,Indians 6, Blue Jays Murray Sta,4‘. won six third places. They were- as
Paul Dade belted his first events. , - follows: Karen Wilson with a.
career grand-slam home run Becky 'Beckaaanrecorded a 13.0 in the 100-meter dash;
Little League Sets
Date For TTYOUtand Dennis Kinney pitched 2:ma tox Ida the_ scig_meLer Mary Van-Du.sen
four innings of shutout -relief run; Mary Ann McConnell had the 200-meter dash; Mary Ann
as Cleveland held on to beat a 4,58.5 to- win tile 1,00 McConnell with a 2:31 in -the
Toronto.- -Single! by Willie meters; Betty F4Ox had a 15.4 800-meter run; Becky Beck-
Horton, Horace Speed and to win the 100-meter hurdles; man with a personal best of
-Duane Kuiper -loaded the Susan McFarland litict it- TT- -3-111 In the 1•500 meters l 
tY717r—_dou't deny that statement. I
apologized at the time and
before inDthadedr
bases e Clevelandve  a 
fourthJerry 
f the Barbel- with a personal best of of11 4 to place first ong said that it was taken out .
jump and Karen Harding had -11:22.5 in the 3,000 meters; context,"Garvin pitch "Ida theTeftlield a 93_11% /4,w-ill the javelin Sharon Notacy with a 19:52 in
seats. The blast provided the competition.
Indians with a 6-3 lead and 'The 880-medley relay team
their eventual wuming min. composed of Fox, Judy
Tigers 8, White Sox 4 Morton, Mary Van Dusen and
Rusty Staub's three-run Cheryl Glore won first in
homer capped a four-run, 1,52.4.
10thinning rally to lead Detroit Second .plates s'ere as
over Chicago. Held to one hit follows: Cheryl Glare with a
through the first eight innings' 61.5 in the 400 meters; Glenda
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Jenkins Happy To Be
At Home With Rangers
By KEN RAPPOPORT first for Texas since the
AP Sports Writer Rangers reacquired him from
When the wind is blowing the Hostp.r. Red Sox this year.
right and the pitchers are A's 5-4, Twins 3-3
throwing right, Arlington Gary Alexander's two-run
Stadium in Texas can be a homer in The seventh inning
wasteland for hitters. led Oakland to its first-game
No wonder that Ferguson victory over Minnesota.
- Jenkins is naPPY- te-J7e Ao(ue--Alexande. 's -homer came -off
on the range again,. . 'reliever Greg Thayer ani
"It's nice being back and scored Mike Cdwards, who
'pitching in this park," the had opened the A's seventh
right-hander said Tuesday with a single, his fourth hit of
night after his four-hitter led the game.
the Texas Rangers to a 4-1 The A's won the marathon






May 27-28 at Weaver Creek
Park in Metropolis. 
The men's slow-pitch
tourney will feature 16 teams
and will be double elimination.
First, second and third-place.
trophies will be awarded along
with -ah individual trophy to
the tourney's most out-
standing player.
Two ASA-registered of-
ficials will call the games and
an official scorebook will be
kept. The entry fee for the
tourney is $40. Each team will
provide a new ASA-approved
ball at the beginning of each
game in which they par-
ticipate.
• Entries are now being ac-
cepted by mailing a 20-914711
roster along with the check,
payable to the Massac County
Jaycees. The checks should be 
sent to 4thAHaley,
Mame County Jaycees, 214
Metropolis Street. MetroPolis,
1:11. 02960.
Entries must be received by
Friday. May 13, and the
drawing for team placement
will be held the following
Monday.
For more information,
contact David Davenport at











In water, looks & acts more NATURALLY
than any other lure. Lip becomes invisible .
and gives natural depth & speed.
Backboard
Goal Combo
the 5,000 meters; Karen
Wilson with a 15.7 in the 100-
meter hurdles; Margaret
Kopatz with a 1:11.0 in the 400-
meter hurdles; Glore with a
17-3 in the long jump; Harding
with a 34-1 in the shot put and




-When you have heated
discussions, sometimes things
like that are said."
The Cardinals, who had
been on a six-game losing
stzeak, had taken a 7-2 victory
over' the Montreal Expos in
Montreal earlier in the day.
Chris Evert-Jimmy Conners
U. L Reg. $16.97
teatur• silent level wind, push button free
spoor ond extra long hondl•--counter balanced
—with Perfect grill; turn fotward and you ore
instantly in gear with the world's smoothest star
drag. Specially built for fast no-tool toke-op9rt
and designed to bond,* all fresh water and light
salt water fish Calibrated spool tension brake
enables one to adjust spool tension on any weight
lure
• SE-t OF .REEL & ROW F
Hits Bottom - Handle ReMains St111100111tY ,
Ninon Not in Use Bow Fixture molds •
Anchor - Easy ihstaItation •
-
Another tryout date for
Little Leaguers has been set.
All Little League prospects
who did not attend the
previous tryouts are urged to
be present at 9 a.m. Saturday
St the league field at Mortak
Calloway County Park.
To be eligible, players must
have been born on or after
August 1, 1965.
Candidates must bring their
own equipment (gloves. and
shoes) and bring along a copy
of their birth certificate.
Players are asked not the
wear shorts for the tryouts.
It wasn't a managers' day.
Even though. St. Louis
snapped a six-game losing
streak, the Cardinals fired
Manager Vern Rapp and
replaced him with third base
coach Jack Krol.
Kaat's triumph over
Chicago was the 254th for the
18-year veteran, moving him
into a tie with Urban Faber for
23rd place on the all-time
victory list. The shutout was
the 30th of the left-hander's
career and he held the Cubs
hitless until Dave Rader
singled leading off the sixth.
Braves 3, Giants 1
Jeff Burroughs backed
Niekro's pitching with a pair
..of doubles and scared twice as
the Braves broke a four-game
losing streak. Before he was
stopped, Burroughs piled up
six consecutive hits over two
games,--- including three
doubles and a home run. The
victory tied Niekro with Lew
Burdette with 179 career
triumphs, most among Braves
right-handers in the history of
the franchise.
Pirates 2, Mets 1
While Robinson was
blanking the Mets until the
eighth, the Pirates scored both
their runs .in the third after
New York rookie - Mike
Bruhert walked Frank
Taverns and Dave- Parker.
Bill Robinson's single scored
Taveras and Parker continued
home with what proved to he
the winning run when left
fielder Steve -Henderson
fumbled the-ball-
- Dodgers 4, Reds-2
Rick Monday drove in the
tie breaking run With a second-
inning single, his 20th RBI this
month, and John won his
fourth straight as Los Angeles
moved.into first place-in the
NL West, one-half game ahead
of Cincinnati. Ron Cey
homered for the Dodgers.
Cardinals 7, Expos 2
Mike Tyson drove in three
runs in support of Urrea's
strong pitching, snapping the
Expos' five-game winning
streak. St. Louis broke a
scoreless duel with four runs
Olen libitaltru Sat. 911-9-
Sunday 141
Prices Good April 27 through May 3
FREE DECAL
in the seventh off Hal Dues,
the first two on Ken Reitz' two-
run double arid another on a
single by Tyson.
Astros 4, Padres 3
Houston snapped a 1-1 t1e.
with a pair of runs in the fffth
off Randy Jones on a home run
by Joe Ferguson, a single by
Roger Metzger, a sacrifice
and a single by Enos Cabell,






evened its season record at 3-3
with a 170-191: win over
Callaway County- Tuesday
the Oaks Country Club.
Howard Boone was the
medalist as he fired a 39 for
the Tigers. Other Murray
scores includell Lynn Sullivan
42, Mike Boggess 44 and Trent
Jones 45. Greg Cohoon and
Nick Hibbard also played and
each shot a 46_
-For Calloway County, Rex
Jackson :had a 45, Tommy
Fike 46, Mike Howard 49 and
Brad Edwards 51. Also
playing were Brad Bryan with
a 54 and Tim Feltner with a 56;
The Lakers are winless in
three tries and will play at
Fulton City today. Murray-
High goes to Calvert City,
Thiirsrilly for a quadrangular




Herman Williams has beea
named an assistant on the
coaching staff of Auburn's
new basketball coach, Paul
Lambert.
Williams, 34, a native of
Birmingham,: comes to
Auburn from Southern Illinois
University, where he had
Served as an assistant under
Lambert since 1974.
`Lambert Was ,hired in early
April to succeed Bob Davis.
with purchase of any'T-Shirt
We will print any decal of your choice
FREE with purchas,e of Shirt. Hundred
of prints to choose from.
• SILVER"
Skirted .Spool
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By The Associated Press•
National League
East
W L Pet. GB
Mont 9 6 .600 -
Phil 7 6 .538 1
NY 9 9 .500 1/2
Chi 8 8 .500 1/2
,It 7 7 .500 1%
SLou 6 10 .375 34
West
LA 11 5 .688 -
Cinc 11 6 647 %
Hous 9 9 .500 3
SFran 7 8 .467 31/2
SDieg 6 9 .400 41/2
Atla 4 11 .267 61/2
Tuesday's Games
St. Louis 7, Montreal 2
Philadelphia 7, Chicago 0
Atlanta 3, San Francisco 1
Pittsburgh 2, New York 1 
Los Angeles 4, Cincinnati 2
Houston 4, San Diego 3
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis (Denny 1-0) at Mon-
treal tTwitchell lir-- -
Chicago (R.Reuschel 2-2) it
Philadelphia (Carlton 1-2)
San Francisco (Knepper.2-0)
at Atlanta (-Hanna 1-01
Pittsburgh ( Blylevep 0-1) at
New York (Swan 1-1)._ RILL AS A JUNIOR-This is a Scher* from the scrapbook
Los Angeles (Rail 2-0) et Cin- collection of MSU truck coach BIN Cornell. He's shown ranting
cinnati (Seaver 0-1) 4:16.8 mile at the age of 16.
an Diego (Perry 0-1) at
Houston (Richard 1-1)
San Francisco at Atlanta
Thursday's Game One-Arm .1:gayer $ul)ject
Only gime scheduled
AMERICANLEAGLE Of Chapter In New Book
East •
• - L Pet. GB --
Detr 11 3 .786 -
Bost 11 5 AA 1 =
Milw 8 8 .500 4
NY 8 8 .500 4
Clev 7 7 .500 4
Ball 5 11 .313 7
Toro 5 11 .313 7
West
Oakl 13 3 .813
KC 11 3 :786 - '1
Cal U 0 Ali' 2
-CU II B• .2g2. - 7
---- Minn t----12 • J. -1 .-
Tex 4 - JO '
.Beetle AMA: IPA
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 6, Toronto 5
Boston 4, Milwaukee 3
New York 4, Baltimore 3
Detroit 8, Chicago 4, 10 in-
nings
Texas 4, Kansas City 1
Oakland 5, Minnesota 3, 1st
game
Oakland 4, Minnesota 3
California 3, Seattle 0
Wednesday's Games
Detroit (Morris '0-0) at Chi-
_cago (Wood 1-2)
Boston (Tortes 2-0) at Mil-




East Calloway claimed a
pair of dual meet wins Mon-
day against South Marshall.
The East girls won 73-27
over the Rebels while the East
boys took a 64-36 win.
For the girls, sixth grader
Jill Childress had a pair of
wins, taking the 100-yard dash
in 13.0 and the 220-yard dash in
33.4, both times very goad for
a sixth grader.
In the boys' meet, Johnny
Robbins was the big winner as
he had three first Plates in the
meet.
Robbins won the high jump
with a 4-11, the' 110-yard dash
in 11.2 and the 220-yard dash in
29.1.
The East boys and girls will
run against Murray Middle
today at the Murray High
track then will participate in
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LaiDenna Overby, 25-22
thruashell,304.
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1110111egin; Jeff Gartland, J,1"4. 2.
1$444.
Sir put -2. Rodney Homshell, 36-8
tilltra-s-a,li4Johnny Robbins. Ai
diem - I. Ilsodi Dawson, 1221
116yerill WIN@ - I. Dale Torssk, 105
3 Jay Herniissoi.4.
442-yard reimy - I. Esse Terry Hen-
=nas* Darman. Dale Torsak-, Ganiss6), Sit
1121srd do* - 1. Atinny 1166611o.
ILL
61116.no - lu. botween end/ RON,
too rid Oise Thorn= , 516 3. MOW
IFIcIrr. CU.
41213iard relay - I. East Raney
Hissinshall, Dale Tarsal, Jet Girriacis
73.S.
run -1 Gee. narimsi.





NEW YORK (AP) - When
historians speak of baseball's
mountaintop performances,
they zero in on the 755 career
home runs of Hank Aaron, Cy
Young's 511 pitching victories,
Joe DiMaggio's 56-game
hitting streak and , Lou
Gehrig's unbroken string of
2130 consecutive games.
Yet hidden in the musty
Archives lies in what In our
opinion is the most fantastic
phenomenon the game has
known - the one-armed
outfielder who made the
major leagues.
The dramatic story of Pete
Gray is resurrected in William
B. Mead's lively book on "the
niny, true story-of baseball in
the Early Forties," the World
War II years, entitled -Even
the Browns."
Nearly a full chapter is
devoted to the gritty, deter-
mined Gray, and it brought
back memories of the han-
dicapped athlete's struggle in
the minor's before he
graduated to the remarkable,
pennant-winning St. Louis
Browns.
Gray, whose real name was
Peter J, Kirshner, was born in
Nagticoke, Pa., a grim,
scruffy coal-mining town near
Wilkes-Barre. Pete's father
was a miner of Lithuanian
descent who changed the
family name to "Gray."
We are indebted to author
Mead for theseearly details of
the ball player's life:
When he was six years old,
Pete Gray hopped 8 farmer's
provision wagon, fell off and
caught his fight arm in the
spokes. The arm was mangled
and had to be amputated
above the elbow.
Gray was intent on playing
professional baseball.
Although right-handed, he
learned to *t from the left
side. While /his right sleeve
dangled empty and useless,
his left arm grew in strength.
He had a superb batting eye.
Lean and quick, he mixed line
drive! with well-executed
bunts, mostly down the third
base line. He dragged others
past the pitcher.
With keen eyesight and a
powerful left arm, he also
managed to hit for distance.
He rapped out doubles, triples
and even home runs. • -
An even greater miracle,
however, was Gray's ability to
field. -
He removed almost all the
padding from hit: glove aid
wore it on his fingertips, with
his little finger exposed. He
would catch the ball, quickly
stick the glove under the
stump of his right arm, draw
the Gall clear with his left
hand and throw it to the in-
field.
He hardly lost a second.
Spurned by organized
baseball, Gray played semi-
pro ball with Three Rivers,
Quebec, and the Brooklyn
Bushwicks before he finally
caught the eye of Toronto of
the Class AA International
League, which cut him, and
then the Memphis Chicks of
the Class A Southern
Association.
It was at Memphis that
Gray began rekinving
nationwide publicity. In 1944
he batted .333, stole 63 bases
and was voted the league's
Most Valuable Player. In two
seasons, he struck out only 15
times. The War Department
made movies of his play to be
shown wounded soldiers in
army hospitals.
The Browns, 1944 American
League champions, bought
Gray for $20,000. The one-
armed outfielder, swinging a
35-ounce bat, had his dramatic
moments in 1945 but wound up
batting .218 with six doubles
and two triples, mostly as a
pinch hitter.
Nuggets' Pride, Spurs'
Speed Key In Victories
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The San' Antonio Spurs,
known for running and gun-
ning, used that formula to stay
in contention in the National
Basketball Association
playoffs, while the Denver
Nuggets called on their pride
to bounce back from an em-
barrassing defeat.
"We've got to run to win,"
-said forward Mike Green, a
recent addition to the starting
llnup who scored 18 points as
the Spurs got their running
game going, hit 52 percent of
their , shots and beat the
Washington Bullets 116-105 in
San Antonio Tuesday,night.
It was a must win for San
Antonio, which now trails
Washington 3-2 in their best-
ofseven quarter-final playoff
series. Washington can wrap
It up Friday night at home,
where the Spurs have never,
won, but nobody expects that
fo be easy.
"This puts a great 'deal of
_._prelsure on us now," said'
—WI ow-gum-- role?, titer
, Motta
"If we have an 11-maneffort
In Washington Friday night
like we had tonight, the
Bullets are in trouble," said
San Antonio's George Gervin,
who led all scorers with 27
points. "We've got to keep
running."
Denver, meanwhile, beat
the Milwaukee Bucks 118-104
at Milwaukee. The Nuggets
leads that series 3-1 and can
close it out at home Friday
night.
"We all watched the film of
Sunday's game and it was
tough," said Denver Coach
Larry Brown, referring to. the
143-112 pasting the Nuggets
suffered at Milwaukee. "We
heard the commentary and we
saw the expressions on the
Milwaukee players' faces
when they were introduced
and how the crowd got them
all hyped up. I heard Marques
(Johnson, Milwattireel,rookie
forward) say the word 'pride'
before Sunday's game, and we
appealed to that tonight.
-mft-rwas a lot of pride and
execution."
tfie geaTtre Super-
Sonics, leading 2-1, host the
defending champion Portland
Trail Blazers.
Cornell's First Love Soccer
Then Along Came Rose it Track
EDITOR S . NOTE- The father had burned my soccer
following Is the first of a boots. He handed hie a pair of
feature series on Murray State track spikes and a mern-
University track coach BOI bership form to the Chelm-
Cornell and Ids wife, Rem sited Athletic Club and said,
The etlerneals have- 4ed- isalle - -'essk-ierget soccer, this is your
Interesting lives and we think
their story and the meccas-
they've had shoed be share&
by our readers. M. B.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Mention Murray State
University and its track
Program and immediately,
the rust thought that comes to
mind is a name.
And that name, that man,
has done as much for Murray
State Calve' affy as any coach
or athlete has ever done.
Across the United States and
across Europe,Bill Cornell is
a name known by literally
thousands of people.
It was trick- that gave
Cornell his name and a future.
He was born in Chelmsford,
Essex, England, in October of
1939. The son of a factory
worker and one of three
children, Cornell describes his
upbringing as being "lower
middle class and always living
in government housing."
In England, schools were
split into blue, red, yellow and
green houses as the towns k
were divided into quarters.
Shortly before the end of the ROSE AT 15-This is how Roar iffia, later to become Rose
school term, the '-school Cornell, looked at age 15. Of course we're not going to tell how
championships were held. many years ego this pichire was taken. We will say that Rose is
The school championships lust as attractive WWI 02 she was thea.
were like the Regional track
club, he trained on Sunday
morning and Tuesday and
Thursday nights, eventually
working up to five mile jaunts.
For a couple of years,
Cairiieli give up soccer and
meet here. And-the winners of
the school championships
went on to the county
championships, which are like
the state meets in America.
Cornell's first race earpe—a
the age of 15 when he 'Willy
-selected to participate lathe
school championships./The
-first time he ever - /ran a
quarter mile,, Cornell
recorded a 57. H'e went on to
the county chimpionships and
won his /heat in 54.3 and
qualified for the finals. ,
"I went back to the dressing.
room to rest up for the finals
and fell asleep and missed the
race. But I was very fortunate
in the fact.the person who won
the championship got sick and
couldn't represent our county
in the national championships.
And since my preliminary
time was faster than his
winning time, I was selected. I
went to the national cham-
pionships but was eliminated
in the preliminaries. At the
end of that year, at the age of
15, I gradua)ed from high
school," Cornell said.
"I wanted to stay in school
for another year and continue
my education, with the
possibility of going off to
college. But deep down, the
reason I wanted to stay in
school another year was to
play soccer and cricket and
my parents knew it.
"They were hurting for
money and realized my true
reasons and insisted I get a
job."
Cornell, who graduated
second highest in his school,
found a job with a manufac-
turing firm.
"I was still running but I
was still holding soccer as my
main interest and I joined the
company's soccer club and
also joined a local youth
center's soccer team.
"I had visions of becoming
professional soccer player.
But one evening I came home
from work and discovered my
Pony League Sets
Dates For Tryouts
Pony League tryouts are set
for Saturday and Monday.
The Saturday session will be
held at the league field at the
Murray-Callowiy County
Park and will begin at 9 a.m
and run until noon
Monday's session will last
from 5 p.m. until 6:30 p.m.
Players are asked to bring
their own eqiipment, gloves
and shoes.
Also, the draft for the Pony
League is scheduled for 7 p.m.
Monday at Calloway County
High School.
All 13 and 14-ysar4lds are





ABC netwnrk for negligence.,
and • ,carsliissass.
misleading the public in
promoting a series et- 1Y77
broadcasts as the U.S. Boxing
Championships:
sport. began concentrating on track.
Cornell wasn't happy about When he was 16, Cornell met
his father's actions. He'd had- Derick Cole.
little training for track and in "He showed a lot of interest
fad, never had gone more in me as a runner and decided
than a quarter mile. At the to be my coach. The first half-
mile I ever ran, I had a 2:07
and woo it. My second half-
mile was on a grass track and
it was in 2:01.3. That's when
people started to take a little




At the age of 17, Cornell was
invited to compete in his first
meet on a cinder track. The
English juniors were running
against the Russian juniors in
conjunction with the Great
-Britain-USSR Games:- - my -friends.,
Running against juniors
ages ' 17 through 19, Cornell
won the 880-yard run in a
European junior record of
1:52.8.
The same year, he was
invited to a special,- British
mile race to compete agaInAt -
the top juniors. He won that in
4:14.6 and set a new world-'•
record for 17-year olds.
During all this time, he was
working from early morning
/entil late evening at the
mile was run in
When he first went to work
at the factory at the age of 1.
he took a Written test and did
so well he was placed in a
management program. When
he was 17, he was serving in an
apprenticeship role and when
someone was absent, he
trained for that job. _
He had received ever*
possible merit raise.
It was at that time a young
lady named Rose Whiff In was
hired as a secretary in the
export department at the
factory where Bill worked.
-She was a good-looking
blciride-Eind "she passed my
desk each day, re make
several comments to her. One
day, about a week after she'd
been working there, we were
at the clock-out machine and
she asked what I was doing
that night. I told her I would be
at the firm's club playing
darts and pool with some Of
"Later that night, one of my
friends came upstairs and told
me'ihere was a good-looking
blonde downstairs asking
about me so I invited her up
and we hit it off from there on
out," Cornell said of his wife.
The odd part about-their
meeting is that their families
had known each other for
years, yet Bill-and Rose didn't
know each other until they
were working in the factory.
"We were born less than a
mile apart," Rose said. "And
once, when Bill was five and I
-watihree, we played together
In the back yard but never
knew about it until we finally
met again and discovered our
!families had known each other
for years," she added.
So Bill and ftese Cornell
were, together. Little did they
know of the interesting life
that lay ahead for them.
TOMORROW: Off to SIU.




Use On Many 1978 Cars!
A'8-13 Olackwall-plus $1.71 F.E T.




belted tire! Double fiberglass
belts for stability. Polyester cord
body for smooth ride. Durable
use-proved tread pattern for trac-
tion. Now's the time to buy this
1978 new car tire and save 20%.
Offer Ends Sat. Night
RAIN CRICK — If we sell out of your site
we will issue you a rain check, assuring













EGoodyear Metric Radials For SportsCars And Imports
Choose 46800+S' steel bellied
radials for responsive handling,
long wear, radial gas-saving econ-
omy. Polyester cord helps smooth
the ride, steel belts add strength,
wear, and stability. A perfect
choice for the car owner who
• takes his driving seriously.



















Plus $1 98 F.( T
—
UP TO S OUARTS MAJOR
@RAND tarn GRADE Ole
• Complete chassis lubrication and
oil change • Helps prot•ct parts -
ensures smooth, qulet performance •
Includes not trucks • Please phone
for appointment.









• Inspect all 4 tires • Inspect steering
and suspension components • Adjust
toe-in, caster, and camber to manu-
facturer' Specifications • Road test.
car
-Compietiirakel59$ 88 Additional parts
extra if needed
. YOUR CMOICE DISC
OR DRUM-TYPE BRAKES
7-Mlbsel Freet Disc 4-Wking 0111111,
install hew front disc Install new linings
Pad* • Resurtice and • Reface brake
true rotars • Inspect drums • Check by-
calipers and hydraulic draulic system.
system
On either service we repack front wheel bearings.
install new grease seals. add RA r0.10 test.
--Just Say 'Charge ItS
Si arty 01 Mei* ether .11‘ tO buy Clair Oa. Customer Credit 11111. • tO•StItt COO(10
• Si011OtOettflIO • VoNwram Intros, Cod • Carte glance, • 0,rie, C4.5 • CIO
Goodyear Revolving Chance Account
GOODAWAIR
See Your Independent Dealer FOr His Pelee and Credit Terms. prises As p.m At Gaelyeas Soh** Stores In All Communities Served By Neollainof.






- GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Stets Nears: 7:30 R.M. until 6:00 Pik Doily - Oren Friday moil I .001
Mr. T. Teesside Mir. I. 1111“6 -Mgr.
.315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson 100 S. Stateline
Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. * Fulton, Ky.
2474711 4424464 • 472-1000
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• COMPREHENSIVE CARE DONATION -- Debbie Garland, a teacher with the Murray-Calloway County Com-
prehensive-Care Center explains a class gardening project to Murray State University Tau Kappa Epokin members
Pat Me(Uty- (center) and Charles Hayden. The "'ME's" recently donated $470 to the center.
▪ Bill. 'Taylor Brings Campaign
A abut Huddieston To Murray
By LOWELL AirczazT
Staff Reporter
Ask most people who's _ running
against Kentucky Senator Walter
"Dee" Huddleston for the Democratic
nomination and you're apt to draw a
blank.
One of Huddlesionaopponents for the-
May 2 Primary nomination William
"Bill" Taylor High Bridge in
Jessamine County says he knows he's
waging an uphill bettie against the first
term Senator. _
But, Taylor, in Murray Tuesday on a
swing through Western Kentucky, is
optimistic, full of drive, and claims that
even if Huddleston wins in May, he
won't make it back to Washington for a
repeat term because a GOP nominee
will be elected in November.
Taylor-, 61, a one-time teacher, flight
instructor, logger, • coal miner, and
current construction company
operator, is beating his drum loudest on
Huddlesten's Panama Canal stand.
"There are two things that I strongly
oppose. One is his giving away of the
Panema Canal.... another is, one of the
OrStIOSOgi that be did Witten be went" to
Wagithelon, was vote„himself a $13,000
-
raise,"Taylor said. ever yone-whiragrees with the way he
Taylor also declares "the nation is thinks about government. He says he's
going broke." He said, "We just _can't taking donations of $100 or less from
go on like this, we're floating too much supporters and feels that geoups ought
artificial money. Taylor also called for to limit their gifts to rib more than
a strong four to six year-ceiling co "I don't want to be obligated to




also calls for electing the president by
popular vote, "giving jobs to the needy,
instead of handouts," "bussing for
equal education — Yes.. . bussing just_
to mix colors — No," protection of a -.
citizen's right to bear arms, a popular
vote on taxes and realistic profits for
farmers.
Taylor promises full support of the
_tobacco program and says he plans to
conduct a strong fight to protect the
interests of tobacco farmers. Hud-
dleston supports tobacco , interests. in
the state also. •
Taylor is waging his border to border
campaign in a madeshift van with all
the details of his candidacy written an
the aide.
He is asking for, support trims
Taylor claims that Lexington
Democrat Jack Watson entered the
race for the Democratic nomination to
drain votes that would go to the Taylor
camp. "He didn't even start cam-
paigning until April 15," Taylor said
"It was a dark future when I entered
the race eight weeks ago, but I think
I've got a good chance now provided the
Democrats don't split the vote," Taylor
said.
The current campaign is the ftrst for
Taylor. Besides Watson and Hud-
dleston, Taylor faces_George W
Tolhurst of Louisville for the
nomination.
. Republicans seeking the GOP Senate
nomination include Ohne Carmichal Jr
of Williamsburg. Louis Geunthner ,;-
-of Northfield and Thurman Jerome
Hamlin, Leedom.




More than one-fourth of the
first students applying for
federal grants to cover college
costs this year are being
rejected_ _by a_ computer.
programmed to catch
cheating. •
The new computer check for
inconsistencies or omissions
- has resulted in turning back
• more than 200,000 of the first
800,000 applicants for so-called
basic educational opportunity
grants, according to Leo
Kornfeld, who is HEW's
student aid director.
Kornfeld called the figures
"amazing."
The rejected students are
given a chance to submit
corrected applications, be
- said in an interview, but them
will be submitted to wan,
strutiny.•
• By a "conservative"
estimate, Kornfeld said, the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has
been paying out $100 million to
'$150 million annually to
students who were ineligible
for the grants or who got too
much.
The bulk of the money goes
tO students Who un-
_derstimated. _their families'
income, he says.
Now, if the information on
the application about a
family's income doesn't
square with the amount of
income taxes paid, the
computer kicks it out. It then
rejects any application con-
taining information that
appears hard to reconcile.
Kornfeld said information is
still being gathered on what
types of mistakes the students
are making. It is possible that
some are honest mistakes and
that the application form "is
'more formidable than we
think,- he said. .
In those cases, students will
need more help from their
counselors or financial aid
officers in filling out the form,
he saRl.
But Kornfeld believes
computer rejections will weed
out mostly students who don't
deserve an award at all.
Kornfeld said HEW began
"computer auditing" the
applications because "too
inaily. kids were_ submitting_
corrected applications to get a
higher grant."
Out of 4.5 million students
who applied for the grants in
1977, nearly two million
divided $1.7 billiop in federal
aid. The average award was
$850 and the maximum was
$1,400. Ninety percent of the
recipients came from families
with adjusted income of less
than $14,000.
The grants for the current
year range up $1,600.
President Carter has proposed
raising the ceiling to $1,800
next year and adding $1 billion
to the program to make grants
ed."2:10 available to .students
from families with income up
to $25,000.
Carter is pushing for
expansion of this program as
illfiltHOLOtY COLLOQUIUM SlPfAltne— Dr. Stephen D. Nelson (second from left)
administrative officer for policy studies with the American Psycholocal Association in
Washington, D. C., was the speaker at the second annual colloquilm of the Depart-
ment of Psychology at Murray State University On Thursday. Shown discussing a point
hista-apeo-4twiwn ie4t)-111.weecletionoprot-Pactuatk, Senior psyritology rnafoirTOO. --
Charles Homra, chairman of the Department of Psychologi, on the campus: And Leslie
finches of Murray, a sophomore with a double major in psychology and political
science. Nelson's topic for his address was "Career Opportunities in the Behavioral
Sciences."
an alternative to tax credits
for college tuition, a proposal
Carter opposes as inflationary
but which has substantial
support in Congress.
Kornfeld said that as an
added precaution, his office
-1rHF ampift- Immaiint
applications from students
who appear eligible far
grants, concentrating on those
who submitted corrected
applications. They will be
asked to provide additional
information, such as a copy of
their parents' income tax
return.
Stock Market
4Prices of stock at local inter...At at noe
EDT, %day, hreighed to the Ledger II
bolas by First at Michigan, Corp , at
Murray, are as follows
Industrial Average 
Airco..  111% 416
Air Protects  IS% -46
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1AKE DATA
,Pantacky lake, 71i.rn. 356.1,
',lir
leInw dain 3091, up 0.5 
P.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 358.1.
Below the dam 311.8, up 0.2.
















Red Radishes „b 3/89'
Pineapples 2/99c
Red Grapes 69`



































Tomato Sauce 8 Oz 5/1w
Scot Lod
Peas 16 Oz 4/89'
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Is Downs Vulnerable To Corporate Takeover?
CINCINNATI ( AP) --- There,
is universal agreement on one
lkint. the Kentucky Derby
needs to be protected and
preserved.
The question is whether
Churchill Downs in' Louisville
is vulnerable to a corporate
takeover.
Legislation passed by the
Kentucky Genert Assembly
would. authorize creation of an
independent authority to
purchase and operate the
world-famous home of the
Derby.
Those opposed in the move
say race tracks everywhere
are too political. They believe
Churchill Downs could
become a toy for the governor.
Some say Gov. Julian
HWAY 641—MUR Y, K
Carroll viewed the legislation
second only to his own budget
as important current
legislation. It's estimated the
authority would pay $16
million for 'the Downs. The
track's pre-tax earnings
usually are almost $3.5
million. •
There is a way this change
of ownership could be stopped.
time rterris Mr exact 'ewe
o Fisherman's
Pinchers
For Nis coesemercial fisberemos, ober* groolur
requires • ;mere derellis . endue,. Nem filly
ssuisiees most •psiegoart1.i Oa The
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The Strongest Rod Ever Built"
A combination of graphite & fiberglass produces a rod
which is 50% More sensaLme than fiberglass, 300%
stronger than any rod ever built 5 Year replacement
warranty if this rod breaks while fishing from any cause





Both Holders are heavy duty, cadium plated and have a rub-
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A majority of the 13-member
track board of directors could
vote it down when the board
meets Saturday.
One informal poll reveals
seven directors who could be
contacted are against the bill
as it stands, two are in favor
and two undecided. The bill






tV Size 6 et
Sok 794
The bill authorizes a public
piney tO ISSUe and sell bonds
to raise the fends to buy
Churchill Downs stock as it
becomes available. The
measure does not require
current stockholders to sell
their shares, butonly sets up a
way for doing so if they
choose.





























ownership of the track from
falling into the hands of out-of-
state owners, feeling they
would lack the present
ownership's dedication to
racing as a sport and the
appreciation of the traditions
of the Derby.
A University of Tennessee
economic study in 1977 shows
the Derby adds $74 million
Foam --
Sheets
Up to 4" Thick
- and 6 Ft. Lengths
DISCOUNT PRICES
annually to the economy of
Kentucky.
The Churchill Downs
Authority created by the bill
would consist of three ap-
pointees by the governor to
aerie until the track's
acquistion is completed.
After the Downs is bought
by The state, the governor
would appoint nine members
to Ur board with at least six
knowledgable about racing
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Reg. $12. ' to $18.99
three would have to be from
Jefferson County, where
Loulsvillels-leeated.
The current owners of the
Downs is a group of
businessmen-horsemen led by
John W. Galbreath of Darby
Dan Farm.
The authority concept for
control and operation of
Churchill has been urged since
1963 by 'William H. May,

























































































































































A very deserving group is
being recognized this week in
our community.
"Teacher Appreciation
Week," is being observed in
local schools. During this week,
students and other are ex-
+Ai
Today's teachers - must be
more than just lecturers who
drone on and on about the day's
lesson. They must be able to
communicate with their
students and be responsive to
their needs. Today's teachersressing their gratitude to .5 'mug be ableto._ make these- who- have- devoted their ----Audents want to-learn.
lives to educating .our young , Today's students are smarterp ple.•
than ever before in the past.
Teachers traditionally put in Much of this can be.credited to
many long. hours-s-Their day - the line techerS in -our-public
doesn't begin at-8 a.m. and end schools.
at 3 p.m., a-misconception held We are proud of our local
_Ipany not in t.he:field. Most school systems and par-
ays the-r-artiVe at school ticularly our teachers. We take
much earlier and remain later•this o rtunity to add our- only to take a -armload- -you ---t- _-.those who
papers home with them to work educate our children.
on during the evening hours.
A •
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, • write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will.
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEART'LINE: Due to the ever-
present-rising inflation, I had to move
out of the neighborhood in which I had
always lived. I 'am on Social Security--
and my move was downward to a
higher crime area in the city. This
scares me tremendously as there
seeps to be a home broken into almost
every night. What can I do to make my
home safer? — D.K.
Any home that someone wants to
break into enough can be broken into.
However, there are many things which
can be done to discourage the average
• thief. The following list of borne safety
. tips was recently published by the
Action fir Independent Maturity:
-• 1. Have secure locate (preferably
dead bolts and pin fall locks).
2. Lock house even when home.
3. Don't leave your keys in "hiding
places," Such as in your mailbox or
under your doormat.
4. Keep an outdoor light on at night.
5. Use automatic timers to regulate
lights while you are away.
6. Install a burglar alarm that sets off
noise, floodlights, both.
7. Don't keep valuables around the
house.
8. If you must have valuables at
home, mai* them with an electric
pencil,_ available at most police
departments.
9. Don't keep handguns at home.
10. Knew your neighbors_  aselcheek
up on each other's safety.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me who is
eleigible for a vocational rehabilitation_
benefit from the V.A.? — J.D.
Low Down
BO Jtoo.CrUIIIII
Veterans who served in the armed
forces during World -War II or
.thereaftar Are eligible for vocational
rehabilitation if all three of the
'following conditions are met:
(a) They suffered a service-
connected 'OlLsability in active service
which entitled Ahem to compensation,
or would do so but for receipt of
retirement pay;
(b) They were discharged or released
under other than dishonorable con-
ditions and
_(e) The VA determines that they need
vocational rehabilitation to overcome
the handicap of their disabilities. A
veteran is eligible for 9 years following
discharge or release. An extension may
be made under certain conditions.
HEARTLINE: I drew Social Security
disability in 1973 and then was able to
go back to work. I have recently
become disabled again and have been
reapproved for Social Security
disability. Do I again have to wait, five
months before drawing? — V.G.
No. If you become disabled a second
time within five years after your
—disabled worker's benefits stopped
because you retarned to work or
recovered, you are not required to
again wait five months for your social
security disability to begin. Benefits
are payable the first full month of
disability.
HEARTLINE: I work for the federal
government in a job under Civil Ser-
vice. Can you tell me when an employe
can make an additional deposit besides
the regular deductions to the
retirement fund? — J. B.
Yes. Such deposits, commonly known
as voluntary contributions, are made
for the express purpose of purchasing
additional annuity at the time of
retirement. These contributions must
__be wade In rnultiples of 225 (Le. $25, $50,
$125, $200, etc. and the total may not
exceed 10 per cent of the total basic






SENATOR MRS. HUBERT H.
HUMPHREY (Minn.) "...Today we are
faced with a most disturbing trend in
law enforcement. The Federal
Government spends almost $8,000
annually to feed, clothe, house ahd
provide medical services, psychiatric
care and other services to the in-
carcerated perpetrator of violet crime.
Yet, the plight of the innocent victim
has been almost entirely ignored by the
Federal Government.
More than 20 States have recognized
the need to compensate victims of
violent crime for the economic hard-
ship they suffer...
"These victim compensation
programs only compensate the in-
nocent and only where the victim has
been physically injured or has died. The
programs do not compensate victims
for the loss of stolen property and they
do not compensate yictims when
compensation would result in double
recovery...
"The Government and the courts
have made in effort to protect the
leglreate civil rights of criminal
defendepts. Indigent accused are
provided with lege) counsel and -all
necessary expertise at the public ex-
pense The accused is else clothed by a
full range of constitutional protection. r
. urge ray oalleaguasto alio Protect the
rights of innocent victims of crime.
'Last year, the Victims of Crime -Act
at 1277 was introduced in the Senate.
This legislation Auld authorize the
Attorney General to make annual
grants to qualifying state programs to
compensate victims of Federal and
State crimes...
"My own State of Minnesota has had
an extremely good victims com-
pensation program since 1974. To be
eligible for compensation, the victim
must immediately report the crime to a
law enforcement agency and com-
pletely cooperate with that agency...
"I urge my colleagues to give through
and thoughtful consideration to the
Victims of Crime Act. Passage of this
bill would greatly assist States in
operating crime victims compensation





Those who appose the Crime Victim
Act insist the bloated Federal budget
cannot stand further raids on the
Treasury. They feel Congressional
compassion is admirable, but the price
would be too high.
Bible Thought
"And he bath on his vesture and
.iyn hid thigh a name written,. KING OF
1INCEE,  AND IlYitp OF LORD5:i._
4.etielation
When the tdord ?esti% Christ return'c
to this earth; the Bible dearly teaches
that every person will acknowledge
His sovereign right to rule Why not
acknowledge that fact now?
it •
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erdict On Carter
SPRINGFIELD, Neb. — Voters of
both parties in this farm hamlet have
diagnosed what they think ails Jimmy
Carter's presidency as follows: in-
competence and indecision.
Whether this diagnosis - points to
terminal political illness, however, is
an open question. The President retains
a large measure of good wilL Thus,
although only 16 of our 55 voters rate his'
presidential performance "good" or
"excellent," and 39 say _"fair" or
"poor," fully one-half say they still
have a "favorable" opinion of him as a
person.
But the down-to-earth criticism of one
retired farmer, a Democrat, hints that
time may be running out. "I don't think
Carter is big enough for the job." One of
17 Carter' voters ie. our survey of
political sentiment here ( 25 backed
Jerry Ford and 13 don't recall or would
not say how they voted in 1976), this
farmer says he now wishes he had
voted for Ford.
Four additional voters who backed
the President in 1976 now say they wish
they had not, an unusually high
defection rate. Only one Ford voter who
answered our questiennaire, prepared
by Pat Caddell's Cambridge Survey
Business Mirror
Research, wishes he had voted for Mr.
Carter.
On one major issue after another —
inflation, farm policy, handling the
Soviet Union, defense spending — our
scouting expedition produced failing
marks for the President on general
grounds of incompetence and waffling.
The sole exception: his efforts to settle
the Arab-Israeli struggle in the Middle
East, which gained solid 2-to-1 suppert.
Behind that praise for Mr. Carter's
dealing with the Middle East may lie a
lesson for the President: the political
importance of follow-through. Ringing
doorbells with three Caddell field
representatives on a day of rain, snow
and frigid winds on the bleak Nebraska
prairie, we found high praise for Mr.
Carter's consistency in trying to
mediate between Arab and Jew. On
other issues, he is charged with lacking
conviction, receiving less than 50' per
cent approval even for "trying" to
solve the energy crisis.
The dominant theme was struck by
an attractive, 36-year-old waitress. "If
the man would just say something and
stick to it!" she blurted out. "That
would make a difference." She backed
Ford in 1976, but only "as the lesser of
Its .I.ihn I unfurl.
The Current
Buying Mood
NEW YORK (AP) — Those surveys
of consumer and business expectations
appear oddly at variance with the
buying mood now appearing in the
stock, housing, automotive and other
markets.
Consurner'confidence in March fell to
a two-year low, said the Survey
Research Center at the University of
Michigan. And financial executives too
are said to be less optimistic about the
economy.
At the same time, sales of many
items rose and money poured into the
stock market Si suddenly as water
from a broken dam, fortunately to be
soaked up by stocks that had grown dry
as an unused sponge.
The people at the Survey Research
Center ordinarily contend that a poor
consumer mood almost inevitably is re-
flected in future sales, but for the time
being they are backing off from that
position.- •
People are buying goods, they say,
because of fears that future prices will
be even higher, a phenomenon that if
true means problems for Washington's
anti-inflation program.
Anticipatory buying, it has been
noted in the past, is both an expression
of low confidence in the nation's
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economic leadership and a self-
fulfilling prophecy of more inflation to
come.
Executives surveyed in a Conference
Board survey also showed less con-
fidence in the ability of the country to
restrain inflation. Those questioned
look for prices to rise 6.4 percent this
year, 6.5 in 1979.
While such increases are far below
double-digit range, they represent a
marked changed from attitudes as
recently as last October,_ when financial
executives thought inflation would
recede.
Whatever the reasons for the poor
mood, it hardly is being reflected in
public statements by executives.
Executives of the nation's biggest
companies are making statements that
haven't been heard in a while.
In Deriver this week, Frank Cary,
chairman of International Business
Machines, told annual meeting at-
tendees his company will greatly ex-
pand capacity, adding 10,000
manufacturing workers in 1977-1978.
'Thomas Murphy, Generril Motors
chairman, has been talking bullish for
many months, and automotive sales,
after lagging during the harsh winter,
are documenting his faith.
And still, the surveys and a good deal
of office and plant chatter tend to depict
a timid mood at variance with the vigs
()rota reality, as if people have become
so used to talking gloom they cannot
give it up.
Moods, it appears, are a product of
the emotions, while buying is an
Assessment made by the pocketbook.
What we have now is an emotion that
says beware, and a pocketbook that
says go ahead.' # •
We say Ott things are bad, but if that
is a true assessment of conditions, who
is buying all the cars and houses and
blue chip stocks, which represent bets
placed on current and future economic
well-being?
-̀"--"T'heTstirgley*IteoplriritoW Mt*
business, but those they survey know.
theirs too. The puzzling question is why
the latter are talking poor and acting as




two evils." A 35-year-old computer
maintenance man, whose job is 30 miles
east of here in Omaha, agreed. He
votedfor Mr. Carter and would vote for
him again today but called him "too
hesitant" on decisions. "There are so
many things he said he would do and he
hasn't shown that he can do any of
them."
By far the major worry here is in-
flation, along with other economic
problems. Thirty-one of our voters
listed inflation as the "most important"
issue. Indeed, the prevailing lack of
confidence in Mr. Carter bodes ill for
his new anti-inflation program and
might turn Ambassador Robert
Sirauss's silvery hair gray. Only 19
voters "generally approve of .the way
Mr. Carter is trying to handle" the
inflation disease (against 31 who
disapprove and 5 who do not know). But
the President's new anti-inflation
program, using Strauss's virtuoso
jawbone as his prineipal weapon, ap-
pears singularly unconvincing in*
Springfieid only 4 voters think it wilt:-
work, 22 say it will not work and 29 are
dubious.
Neither Springfield nor Nebraska as
a whole'represents majority opinion in
the U. S. This is hawkish country, built
on a farm economy. Thus, by almost 2-
to-1, our respondents "generally
disapprove" of Mr. Carter's handling of
Moscow. On questions whether he is
"too tough" or "too weak" on the
Soviets, and whether he is spending
"too much" or "too little" on defense,
an identical 31 voters say "too weak"
and "too little,"
As for the form issue, there was some
solace for the President in taking a
hard-line position against the
"emergency" fariiiIiIrdereated tp the
House 10 days ago under threat of
presidential veto. A surprising 24 voters
commend him for that, against only 27
who condemn him ( the balance un-
sure). That is a far better mark than he
gets on his efforts to cope with the farm
situation, and serves to highlight the
fact that even here the intractable
problem of inflation is overtaking farm
prices as an issue. That shift can
scarcely be called a political plus for a
President who still has not proved his
fitness to goverre.at least as judged in
this small farm community.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray' Ledger & Times •
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or' representative
May be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses.
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building--Washington,
I). C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office lde. -
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky.. 4060I-.. Home
addresses of state legislators
aarv in& Calloway Coenty are:
Sei...11.1c,Wittieenbeigfr _ 
rrield, Ky. 42066? •
Rep. Kenneth C. lmes





Dr. Ralph Woods was named "Man of
the Half Century" and Robert Moyer
was named as "Man of the Year" at the
41st annual banquet meeting held last
night by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
_ Deaths reported include Wilburn B.
Johnson, age 65, and Mrs. Dorothy
Hines Orten, age 44.
The Cain & Tress Motor Sales has
opened in Murray and is the authorized
dealer for American Motors in Murray
and Calloway County.
The Murray Woman's Club won the
safety award of $100, first prize by the
club with a membership of over 250 by
Kentucky Arthritis Foandation, won
first place for the club press book, and -
three first places in the arts and crafts
division at the meeting of the Kentucky—
Federation of Women's Clubs .bals1 at
Lexington.
Kentucky State Troopers Guy Tur-'
ner, Iris Crawford, and James Barnett,
, all of Calloway Camay, Bobby WallaW
of Calvert City, Glenn Simpson of.
Graves County, and Walter Adcox of
Paducah have been assigned to. boat--
patrol duty in this area by the Mayfield
State Police Post Commander Sgt. Ray.
McCarty.
20 Years-Ago _
Tech. Sgt. Sidney B_Williams has
been assigned to the Personal Services
Headquarters of the -Air Force Missile
Development Center, New Mexico.
A Mempfiii, Tn., firm was the ap-
parent low bidder as West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative opened
bida for- construction 414111,Aniles of.-
lines in Henry County, Th., Graves and
Calloway Counties.
Boy Scout Troop 45, sponsored by the
First Methoidst Church, yesterday
became the, first unit during the
calendar year 1958 to qualify for the
National Canoeing Award, according to
Cleo Sykes, troop leader.
Prof. T. B. Gregory, head of the
Drama Department of Murray State
College, will be the guest speaker at the
open meeting of the Alpha Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Maxwell House coffee is .advertised
at 79 cents per pound in the ad for
Parker Food Market this week
30-Years k(ro
-
Final preparations are being made to
inaugurate is nurses training program
at 'Murray' State College, according to
M. 0. Wrather, acting president of the
college while Dr. Ralph _IL Woods,
president, is in Greece.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
has launched a drive to obtain new
memberships for the organization,
according to the membership com-
mittee composed of Noel Melugin, Otry
Paschall, Dewey Ragsdale, Grover W.
James, Max B. Hurt, Ottis Patton,
George Hart, H. Glenn Doran, Jim
Williams, F. H. Hopkins, R. H. Thur-
man, P. W. Ordway, 0. B. Boone,
Graves Hendon, and H.T. Waldrop.
Norma Jean Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Toy Jones, and Betty Jean
Skaggs, datighter-of Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Skaggs, have been named as
valedictorian and salutatorian
respectively of' the 1948 graduating
class at Hardin High School.
Mrs. Hall Hood presided at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at
the home of Mrs. R. T. Wells.
"If Winter Comes" starring Walter
Pidgeon and Deborah Kerr is showing
at the Varsity...Theatre.
Isn't It The Truth
There was a, time **hen we people
were satiSfied with what the preacher
preached, a promise of heaven or hell,
depending on behavior. Now, in this
permissive age we have the Politician,
who promises heaven on earth, with
help and punishment from the
bureaucracy — free this and free that,
bolstered by so-called grants. This new
kind of religion also depends on
behavior — how you cast your vote.
,pok .W1F ter ir
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Portrait Presented
A tea wits bold by the faculty of Robertson Elementary
School on Friday afternoon for the presentation of a portrait
of litr. Deluge Taylor IAD was principal of the school for
many yeah. • .
Earlier, Robert G. .Jeffrey, Superintendent of Murray
Sehankkluid presebtegilhe portrait to the students of Rober-
ts= at a special aaaenibly. Mrs. Pauline McCoy, teacher at
the school, rnistlethe arrangements for both events.
REPRESENTATIVES from each dass In the school accepted the portrik on behalf of
the student body. 1st row(from left) Chad Woods, Jennifer Collins, Brescia Huie, Scott
McDougal and John Mark McDougal. 2nd row: John Willoughby, hirkyons, David
 Ikaaint, Donna-Dougan,SII Maddox, Jodie Speight, Fred Jones, Phillip Lusk Elizabeth_
Oaldey and Heather Doyle. Robert Jeffrey, (at right) Superintendent, made the presen-
tation at a special assembly.
MRS WILLIE EARLESS served refreshments at the reception which was given by the
teachers at Robertson.
Kentucky Bases Could Be Closed In Move
WASHINGTON AP) — The
Pentagon hadn't even
announced its plans to close or
cut back military bases




would lose an Air Force base.
"Irrepairable damage,"
warned a governor.
"Appalled,- said a senator_
- 'We are deeply concerned,"
said two senators.'
-/Tie -e-oinnIcnts came
Tuesday — a day before the
Pentagon was to announce
what it Wants to do with some
military • installations scat-
tered around the country, in at
least in 20 states.
The objective is. to sove
about $300 million a year by
closing some bases, cutting
hack manpower at others and
consolidating training camps
and other activities.
As an overall goal, the idea
of increasing military ef-
ficiency and cutting back on
waste isn't very controversial.
But when the goals...turn • to
action — as in closing a base in
a congressman's district —
the problems begin,
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-
Callf., was one of the first to
speak out. Seven of the
targeted bases reportedly
were in California.
Cranston said that would
mean a net reduction of 11,720
personnel in California. 2,333
of them civilians. He said he
expects "the federal gover-
nment to make every effort to
ensure the continued em-
ployment of the civilian
personnel affected. I expect to
see the government live up to
its full responsibility in this
case."
Hearing of _ the planned
closing of the training center
at Vort Jackson, S.C., the
South Carolina House quickly
approved a resolution
requesting Congress and the
Army to affirm the fort "as an
advantageous, effective and
beneficial training center and
a permanent military in-
stalLation. "
The Pentagon is aware of
the political implications of
closing • bases and shifting
thousands of military per-
sonnel. There are indications
today's announcement may.
have been delayed until after
the Senate's Panama Canal
treaties vote last week to
avoid losing support.
And prior to the public
Buy a Hamburger or Cheeseburger at
Regular Price, Get the Second One For 1/2
Price With the Coupon Below.
COUPON
la$
'Hamburger or Cheeseburger at regular price,
get a second one for . .
1/2 Price With This Coupon
(lima Oral I Cameo Sor lasbOrdowl
coupon Good onty At
Coupon EVAN! May 4, ION
announcement, delegations
from the armed services were
on Capitol Hill giving senators
and representatives advance
word on the recom-
mendations.
When word on base closings
and cutbacks was obtained on











Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Pen-
nsylvania, South Carolina,
Texas, Utah, Virginia and
Wisconsin.
The bases included some of
the oldest and best known in
the country.
The Army list included the
training center at Fort Dix,
STOREW1DE
N.J., for probable closure, and
the historic Presidio in San
Francisco, which would be
virtually shot down.
The proposals included
closing one of the two Marine
Corps recruit training depots
— consolidating Marine boot
training at either Camp
Pendleton, Calif., or Parris
Island, S.C.






























(1NSINING, N.Y. (AP) —
Joseph and Edna Reyes will
be buried beside the son they
loved more than life.
- Despondent after the
drowning of 17-year-old Jose,
the parents committed suicide
. Sunday in the garage of their
rented -two-bedroom,
basement apartment, hooking
a hose to their car's exhaust
pipe.
Until last June, when, Jose
'died in a boating accident at
Silver Lake, the Reyes were a




• ROME (AP) — Four youths
shot a leading Christian
Democratic politician in the
legs this morning, fled in a—
green car and were pursued
by a police helicopter and,
patrol cars, authorities said. •
The young gunmen fired 10
pistol, shots at Gerolamo
Mechelli, 54, as he left his
home in Rome suburb,
witnesses said. Five bullets hit
his legs, but doctors said his
condition was not serious,
applicants for so-called basic
educational opportunity
grant, according to Leo
Kornfadr who is HEW's
student aid director.
WASHINGTON 4 AP ) — The
complaints started even
.before the Pentagon an-
nounced its plans to close or
cut back military bases
around the country.
Governors and




Tuesday — a day before the
Pentagon was to announce
CAPE TOWN, South Africa -
(AP). -- South Africa-- has -
accepted- the Western- com-
promise plan for South-West,
Africa but guerrilla leader
Sam Nujoma remains cool to
it.
.Prime Minister -"John
.Vorster's - announcement -
Tuesday could clear the way
for elections by universal
suffrage in South-West Africa.,
and independence by the end
of the year for the pre-World
-- War I German cottony known'
to black Africans and the
United Nations as Namibia.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP) A
computer programmed. 'to
catch cheating is rejecting
more than one-fourth of 'the
first students applying for
federal grants to cover college
costs this year. The new
computer check for incon-
sistencies or omissions has
resulted in turning back more
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what it wants to do with some
military installations scat-
tered around the Country, in at
least in 20 states.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter acted too
hastily in rejecting President
Leonid Breztuiev's offer for-a
joint U.S.-Soviet ban on the
neutron bomb, a Soviet
Embassy official says.
"If I had been the president,
I would have thought about it a
little longer," Vladillen M.
Vasev, deputy ambassador
with the Russian embassy,
said at an embassy reception
here late Tuesday_
SIGMA PHI EPSILON—David Stetson of Springfield, left, —
welcomes U. S. Congressman &mil-Hubbard to 4te
1978 Sigma Phi Epsilon Spring formal held April 22 at Lake
Barkley Lodge. Hubbard, guest speaker at the banquet,
was presented with an honorary membership of the Ken- -
tucky Epsilon Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity.
Free For The Asking!
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FIRST PLACE WINNER hsjhe Robertson Elementary School MI:affection *iv, forCann-Oel-Soup labels redeemed for 5inger Study Mate and other classroom &rides-_ _-wefe—members of the afternoon kindergarten  dais ot mrs  _miry Johnson; They were 
treated to a spekiallunch by manager, Richard Parker, at Burger Queen. Pictured, left• to right, are, front row,A4icheal Patrick, Mickey Hill, Brad. Jackson, Karen Fandrich, Bei*Gonples, Mickey Carstia-aratey_Prescott, Beth Vandergi4; second row, Kan Burkeen, -- Don Easley David Geuriti, Lee Baker, (Iris Jones, Brescia Huie, Jana Koch, Bradley--. Cathey, Marcy Grafton; third row, Michelle Stott Linn; Molly McFerron, Joy Hammack,Torn Thurman, Clint Hutson, Helen Dayley, Mary Ann Todd, Kiesta Gaines; back row, -Sonja Houston, Ricky Carney, day manager of Burger Queen, Lydia Gray and Mrs. John-son.
SECOND PIACEAVINNER in the Robertson Elementary School PTA collection drive
for. Campbell Soup labels redeemed for a Singer Study Mate and other classroom ar-
• tides Were members of the fourth grade dass of Mrs. Eunice Mills who received corn'-:
plimentary tickets to the Capri-Cheri Theatres by Tommy Brown, manager. Pictured,
left to right, are, front row, Stephen Robinson, Barry Harrell, Keith Smith, Michael
Burriss, ion Mark Hall, Kelly Cathey, Heather Doyle, lori Hubbs, middle row, Art Bailey,
James Whitlow, Mark Doran, Brian Lee, Tonya .Thorn,,Liesdlen Kennedy, Mitii
Dougal, Vondanna DWI, Laura Cella; back row, Mike McReynolds, Lisa Shoemaker,
Mrs. Mills, teacher, Rebecca Page, Christy Moseley, Michelle Garland, and Amanda
Outland. Not pictured is Melissa Tibbs.
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Attending the fifth National
Conference on Diagnostic and
Prescriptive Mathematics at
Scottsdale, Arizona, April 9-L1
in the interest of the univer-
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sity's Integrated Science-
Mathematics-Education
Project were Dr. Christine
Parker, Dr. Arvin Crafton and
Dr. Willis Johnson.
Dr. Parker is an associate
professor of mathematics, Dr.
Crafton an associate professor
in the Department Studies,
and Dr. Johnson an assistant
professor of mathematics.
Hosted by the Mathematics
Learning Clinic at Arizona
State University, the meeting
was a preconference to the
annual meeting of the
tional Council of Teachers
of Mathematics, held im-
mediately afterwards in San
Diego, Calif., and also at-
tended by the three
Murrayans along with Dr.
Harvey Elder, an associate
professor of mathematics.
Dr. Elder also presented a
paper," Whatever Turns




• What hi- "Oroject
Indepeactegee?
Project Indepen-
dence is a demon-,
stration project for the









1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to















Q: Mr. A.G. writes to ask
about precautions to take
for cancer of the thyroid.
He had X-ray treatments
of the skin for acne years
ago.
A: While the exact figure
is not known, authorities
believe that the incidence
of thyroid cancer in per-
sons who have had X-ray
treatments-to the face and
neck for acne is signifi-
cantly increased, perhaps
„making the rtsk as_hrgh as
one in 16, according ,to .a
.._report in the Chicago rd-
bune. The appearance .tif•
the relate* thyroid cancer
is delayed and- may
-show up for -13- years; nr
longer, after such X-ray
treatments.
The relationship be-
tween X-ray therapy for
acne and thyroid cancer
was first discovered in 1973_ _
at the University of Chi-
cago in studies made by
Edwarq Paloyan, M.D.,
and Ann Lawrence, M.D.,




more than a million Ameri- '
cans-havehati-auch-N‘rwy-
skin treatments and are in
need of closer observation
by' their physicians for
checkups, including eis _
andnation of their thyroid
By F.J.L. Riminearne
glands at least once every
two years.
The thyroid gland is lo-
cated in the front of the
neck below the voice box
..and can be lelt through the- -
skin to detect any suspi-
cious nodules. IF one or
more is located, special
tests are needed, possibly
followed by surgery for a
microscopic biopsy and ap-
propriate exeision. Other
is necessary
'cancer is present. Early
treatflieTif offers the best
chance for a cure.
X-ray treatments are no
longer-iiied to-treat acne,
etcelriii theinetat severe
cases. If used, the thyroid
is carefully shielded to pre-
vent its exposure to X-
rays. Antibiotics and other
local measures
more -efrieffiie Tt911C-Va•St -
majority of cases now than
the X-ray treatments,
which were formerly em--
ployed more routinely. Of
course, it was not. known
that X-rays had- a. delayed
damaging effect- on the




We Were "Suckeis"'When --
We Bought These Bargains
Now We Want "Suckers"























who are concerned about
the effects of previous ra-
diation treatment seek ex-
amination by their, physi-
cians."
Persons v-iho- e hav had-----  -
ray treatments for acne
should mention this fact to
their physicians when
going in for a routine
checkup so that special
attention can be given to
the thyroid gland.
An average bullfrog can
jump nearly nine times its. own
length and travel at about IA
miles an hour, according to NaF
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KYA DEUGA-TIS — Delegates to the Kentucky Youth Assembly feetn164eriay fist, itated, left to right, Gena Lovett,
Laura Shinners, Reed Hainsworth and Luis Garrastazu. Standing left to right, are Bruce Horning Francie Outland,
Duane Dycus, Delores Honchul, Dean Hainsworth, Lisa billfish, Terry Smith, Marilyn Howard, Joe Harmon and Gina
Jones. five delegates not pictured are Shara Toon, Delahoe Honchul, Dana Mansfield, Karen Bailey and Danna
Shiplev.
National Endowment. Awardsi
 College of Humanistic
Studies at •Murray State
University have been awarded
fellow-ships by. the National
Endowment for the
Humanities to attend summer
seminars this year.
Ronald Celia, associate
professor of English; Dr.
Howard H. Keller, associate
professor of Russian-; and Dr.
Maxine MeCants, assistant
professor of English.
They will be involved in two-
month seminars intended to
improve their jmowledge of
the subjects they teach by
affording them opportunities
to work with distinguished
scholars in their fields of
study.
Cella, a member of the
SECRETARY WORKSHOP—Faye Wells, CPS, Joyce Key, Mayre Briggs, Neva Gray
Alibritten, and jean Flemming of the Mir* Chapter of NSA talk with Dr. Constantine
Curtis, after his mini-workshop held on Monday evening. The workshop was held in
observance of Secreties Week, ALA 24-28, with Secretaries Day being observed today,
April 26.
faculty since 1968. will .par,—_
ticipate in a seminar entitled.
"American Art and the
Classical Tradition" under the
direction' of Dr. Philipp P.
Fehl at the University of
Minois.
Keller will attend a
linguistics seminar on
"Language Change: The
Evidence from English" at
MasSaChitiettsliitWOU
Technology in Cambridge,
Mass. Keller joined the
faculty at Murray State in
1970.
Ms. McCants will do her
work under the direction of
Dr. Mary Ann Caws at the
Graduate Center of City
University of NewYork in a
seminar entitled "Poem and
Metapoetics: Theory, Theme,
and Text." She has been a
member of the faculty at'
Murray State since 1965.
Cella will be involved in a
seminar to examine ways in
which American artists
writers attempted to adapt
classical Greek and .Roman
art forms, as well as the
aesthetic principles upon
which they were based, to the
promises and challenges of
America.
A native of Central Ken-
tucky, Cella earned his un-
dergraduate degree, at
Transylvania College and the
M. A. arid Ph.D. degrees at the
University of Kentucky.
Formerly assistant dean of
the School of Arts and
Sciences at Murray State, he
is currently preparing a
manuscript on 20th century
American popular novelist
Mary Johnston.
Keller will be studying
historical linguistics from a
variety of scientific
disciplines. • He expects his
current research protect 
involving word formation in a
variety of Germanic
languages to fit well into the
goals of the seminar.
Since he joined the faculty
at Murray State. Keller has
published - two books,
man Root Lexicon" and
"German Word Family
Dictionary" and recently
completed a monograph on
vocabulary learning. The New
York City native is currently
preparing a language review
textbook for students of all
languages entitled "A Topical
Vocabulary Checklist."
Ma. McCants' proposed
study is an analysis of the




poetry as they are
transformed in the poetry of
contemporary American
women Most of the emphasis
will be_on 20th century French
poetry •
She earned the B. A. degree
at Belmont College, the
M.A.T. degree at Vanderbilt.
and the Ph.D. degree at the
Missiselppi A native, of
  II 4 she -hp _tesitit-,..
WithWicepiiielcy fnatitute of
European Studies in Bregens,
Austria, And served es
chairman of the university
curriculum committee and
vice-president of the Faculty
Senatuat Murray State • .
CHEVROLET
Open 6 a.m. until?
We're Going To Sell
New Trucks New Cars
Used Trucks & Used Cars
Don't Miss This Sale-A-Thon
Our Stock Is Almost Unlimited!
Special Prices on Some New Units
That Have Been In Stock Over 60 Days
Financing Available
Through Bids or GMAC
Up To 48 Months On New Cars
To Be Given Away
Register For A Free Portable
Black & White T.V.
(You Do Not Have To Be Present To Win)
See J. H. Nix, Jerry Boyd, Mickey Boggess & Jan Dalton
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

















































































has released the honor roll for
the third grading period at
Murray High School. The
honor list included 44 seniors,
23 juniors, 35 sophomores, and
21 freshmen.
Seniors—
Kim Alley 2.64, Jill Austin
3.0, Donna Bailey 2.78, Kathy •
Bennett 2.67, Beth Boston 2.60,
TreSsa Brewer 2.56, Lindy
Carr 2.82, Ricky Carson 2.50,
Keith Cartwright 2.75, Apn___
Clark 2.75; Laurie Crass 3.0,
Debbie Darnell 3.0, Lisa
English 2.60, Kathy Fenton
3.0, Greg Garfield 3.0, Frank
Gilliam 2.60, Joey Grasty 3.0,
Kent Harman 2.60, Delaine
Honchul 3.0, Delores lionchul
2.78, Ronnie Hooks 2.67, Kim
Hooper 2.64,
Bruce Horning 3.0, Karen
Jackson 3.0, Claude Johnson
2.80, Gina Jones 3.0, Tammy
Melton 3.0, Carol Montgomery
2.82, Jon Noffsinger 2.50,
Tammy Rice 2.71, Angela
Rickman 2.63, Stan Routt 2.78,
Krista Russell 3.0,
Michael Russell 2.80. Deana
Seigler 2.56, Scott Scarbrough
2.50, Laura Shinners 3.0,
Danna Shipley 2 82, Irene
Stunsen 2.50, Belinda Suiter
2.60, Kim Tibbs 2.80, Share
Toon 3.0, Lisa Watson 3.0, Bill
Wilson 2.50.
Juniors—
Sharon Blodgett 3.0, Duane
Dycus 2.80. Harry Fannin 3.0,
Debblid-Oeurin 3.0, Linda
Horner 2.50, David Jones 2.78,
Jerry Kelly 3.0, Mike Kurz
2.60, Holly LeMastiis 2.60, _
Gene Lovett 3.0, Dana
Mansfield 2.50, Frances
Outland 2.50, Stacy Overby
3.0, Mike Pitts 2.73, Serena
Sandness 2-83, Terry Smith
2.80, Brad Taylor 2.78,
Wrists, . Thomas 2.52,
Theresia Vaughn 2.61, Laura
Watkins 2.56, Mark West 2.50,




Lynne Beatty 3.0, Janne Bell
2.80, Tammy Bennett 2.60,
Julie BilWigton 2.73, Brent
Boston 2.64, Lee Bryan 2.78,
Robyne Burke 3:0, John Clark
2.64, Susan Crass 3.0, Teresa
Dick 2.80,
Carroll Edwards 3.0, Mark
Ferguson 3.0, Rick Ferrell
2.60, Stacy Fulton 2.63, Sally
Grasty 2.64, Dean Hainsworth
2.60, Lisa Johnson 2.64, Nancy
GROCERY CENTER—As part of a Nutrition Unit, the Robertson iGngergarten children
are enjoying a Grocery Store interest Center. Through participation as store. em-
ployees, they get the feel of the roles of the different grocery personal. At right...
Michael Patrick receives his money to go shopping from Tracey Prescott On the left
Don Easley and Mary Ann Todd are making their purchase from Clint Hutson, the
grocery derk,
Kiesow 3.0, Mary Lindsey 2.64,
Patti McIntosh 2.64, Samar
Mahfoud 2.82, Doug Moore
2.82,
Susan Nall 2.64, Amy
Noffsinger 3.0, Kathy Outland
2.60, Martha Pitman 2.60,
Mary Ann Roberts 2.63, Kay
Russell 2.64, Julie Sams 2.56.
Carol Sears 2.56, Stacy Smith
3.0, Nicky Swift 2.60, Alison




Rayne Beasley 3.0, Claudia
Billington 3.0, Lewis Bossing
3.0, Todd Bradshaw 2.64, Shari
Crafton 2.82, Natalie Garfield
2.78, Scott Hill 2.56, Mary Hine
2.56, Brenda Horning 2.64,
Wayne Jackson 3.0, Robert
Johnson 2.64, David Mikulcik -
2.64, Cindy Montgomery 3.0,
Jackie Morrow 3.0, Greg •
Morton 3.0, Tom Page 2.56,
Tina Ratteree 2.78, Cheryl
Scott 2.60, Elizabeth Stout




classes in English, gement
mathematics, writing':
reading, and interpersonal
communication, skills will be
offered in the Adult Learniik
A one-day program for Physically Disabled Client."
health professionals entitled "Traumatic Alteration in
"The Disabled Patient: A Body Image and the Grief
Challenge for Rehabilitation Process,- "Increasing In-
Nursing" is scheduled at terpersonal Skills,"
Murray State University on "Sexuality and Persons with
Thursday, April 27. PflYsical Disabilities," and
Designed to benefit "Services for Vocational.
registered nurses and licensed Rehabilitation."
practical nurses, as well as Two films, "Changes" and
other health personnel in the "Like Other People," will be
region, the workshop will run shown. "Like Other People"
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in has received several awards
Mason Hall (Nursing for excellence. It depicts
Building ) . Continuing handicapped individuals as
education units (CEUs ) will they actually are, illustrates
be awarded to participants, many aspects of care,
provides concepts applicable
-Edith Kowalsky, a to various disabilities and
rehabilitation nursing con-, coping problems, and gives
sultant for six health facilities insight into the sexual,
in Eastern Kentucky, will emotional, and social needs of
conduct the workshop and be the handicapped. - 
the principal speaker. A Group discussiotie- are also
registered .nurse with ex- scheduled in the afternoon.
tensive experience in working Anyone interested in at-
with the disabled, she is - a- landing, thay pee-regiater by
Consultant for the, Eastern -lending the, 1111 rellistration
Kentucky . Camprehensivt.jakaisnowitluiewevallideles,
lierrilliilffeHeirenter." Her—itid".-iiiicial 'Security number."
most recent published article to: Jean K. Culp, Coordinator,
is "A Lost Lifeityle," which . Continuing Educatign
appeared in the March edition Program in Nursing,
of' the American Journal of Departgient , of Nursing,
' Nursing. Mason Hall, Murray State
Program topics for the day University, Murray, Ky.,
irtriide "Assessment of the 42071.
Center at Murray Matt.
University May 1-Aug. 25.
Chuck Guthrie, director sit
the centac,.listed the coursed
and meeting times in the Adult
Learning Center in Room 206
of Roy Stewart Stadium as
follows: . --
- English, Pileadeys and
Wednesda hunt 111 to 11:30
a.m.




Thursdays from 10 to 11:30
a. m.
— Reading, Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 1 to 2:30 p.m.
--- Personal communication
skills, Fridays from 10:30 a.m
to noon.
All courses are offered at no
charge and books are fur-
nished.
Guthrie advised that per-
sons interested kin taking the
General Educational
Development (GED) test
should take English, general
math, and reading. He said
persons interested in
preparing for college or post-
secondary educational ob-
jectives should take all of the
courses.
Regularly scheduled classes
are an expansion of the
program at the center, which
was ,ppened in 1674. Adult
students- also have-ttie -013120IT
of beginning the program at
any. :beret -te. Orisnst ;AM
workingloward a goal at their
own rate.
Students may register for
the regularly ,scheduled
classes by visiting or calling
the Adult Learning Center in
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Area Winners named at the fenny Awards Dinner were (BR) Deana Cunningham,
Penny Loafers; Leland Steely, Leprechauns; Trisha Clark, Stella Stars; Tracy Beach, Pen-
ny‘loaferv (FR) David Grady, Stella Stars; Raymond Grady, Stella Stars; Michelle Jarrett,
East Winners; and Lisa Hale, Stella Stars.
Local winners in the Award of Excellence Program.
sponsored annually by The Courier Journal were
Raymond. Grady, Michelle Jarrett, Old-Standing 4-Ifers in
the 9-13 year old age group; Chuck Harrison and Laura
Jarrett outstanding 4-Hers 16-19 year old age group.
Chuck and Laura were chosen to represent Calloway
County in the Purchase Area Contest.
Winners for selling the most boxes during the recent 4-H candy sale were 1.r. David
Grady, Stella Stars 4-H Club third'Orize winner of a digital A.K:F.M. radio, Rat*Ta- -
8obcat-441-Mb, first prize winner of a Big Mouth 8 track tape player and Lisa
Mikuicik, Eager Beavers 4-H Club, second prize winner of a Cassette tape recorder.
DRUG STORES
-*Fr
Senior 4-H members receiving Area Awards were Chuck Harrison, Laura Jarrett, and
Carla Beach. ,
Senior County project winners honored recently were Terry Sledd, Chuck Harrison,








County Jr. Winners recently honored at the Calloway County 4-H Family Awards
Dinner were br. Raymond Grady, Stella Stars; Leland Steely, Leprechauns; Trisha Clark,
Stella Stars; Tracy Beach, Penny Loafers; mr. David Grady, Stella Stars; Deana Cun-
ningham, Penny Loafers; Michelle Jarrett, East Winners; fr. Dana Cunningham, Penny
oafers; Jennifer Jarrett, East Winners; Eta Hale, Stella Stars.
13**
*1111112graliW4 F1 h Quo:,
GRILL
The Penny Loafers 4-H Club meeting at Nortli Elementary School was named Out-
standing 4-H Club in Calloway Co fty for the 1977 4-H year. The award was presented.
by 4-H Council president Kathy Stubblefield at the Family Awards Dinner. Leaders of
the club are Judy Cunningham and Marlene Beath. Members present were
Marlene Beach, Deana Cunningham, Carla Beach, Lisa Cunningham, Tracy Beach, Judy
Cunningham. FR Dana Currnine)sam, Denise Cunningham Not pictured is Jim Nanney.
4
Lisa Jones, East Winners 4-H Club, was
the thCLjribk TV
given by the Calloway County 4-H
CounciL Each 4-H'er selling one case of
tandy in the recern fund raising event
had their name put into a fishbowl. The
' drawing was held at the family Awards
Dinner. Bill Boyd, Peoples Bank drew
the lucky name.
ALL BRACH*








4 .1 r• 114K
•
The Calico/fay County jr. & Sr. 4-H king
4 (kit% _ ittlit _Meet* in_
connection with the Famny Awards Din-
ner. Tracy Beach & David Grady were
crowned Junior Queen & King, Senior 
Queen is Carla Beach. Terry Siedd is the
-Senior King. Judging was based 65% on _  
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65% on  
6% on
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Mrs. Barbara J. Lee, Rt. 1,i
Murray, Mrs. Teresa H.
Duncan, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Mary A. Tharp?, Rt. 1,
Mansfield, Tn., Mrs. Judy A.
Valentine, New Concord, Mrs.
Geneva Farris, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Jerry L. Sheppard, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Jamie L Bruce, 332
W. Hale, Mayfield, James D.
Lockhart, Rt. 3, Murray,
Patricia L. Henderson, 8207
Woods Hall, MSU, Mrs. Eloise
F. Langford,. 1709 Audubon,
, Murray, Mrs. Ginny L.
Dalton; RI. 1-, Malloy, -Albert
M. Dodd, 913 N. 18th., Murray,
Mrs. Donnie J. Lamb, Box 54,
Hazel, Mrs. Selma I.% Stub-
blefield, Fern Terre-•L -
Murray, Mrs. Novella C. Veal,
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Raymond F.
Starks, at. 1, Almo, Fred W.
Rose, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Opal
. Phillips, Rt. 3, Murray, Cletus
C. Shipley', 301 Maple,
Murray, Augusta L. Jackson,
Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Effie M.





Baby Boy Manning (Cathy),
101 Clark, Murray, Baby Boy
Salmon,(Donna), Gen. Del.,
Hazel, Baby Girl Hargrove
(Julia), Rt. 4, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Wilma S. Larkins and
Baby Girl, New Concord,
Terry B, Gibson, Box 7, Hazer;
Sherry Freeland, 514 N. 3rd.,
Paris, Tn., Bessie M. Perry,
304 Pine, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy L. Guthrie, 1610
Magnolia Dr., Murray, Brent
T. Priddy, 506 Lynnwood,
Murray, Hall Wilkinson, at. 3,
Murray, Willie Cooksey, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Roselle M.
Martin, 625 Wilson, Paris, In.,
Mrs. Pamela J. Lackey, Rt. 1,
Henry, Tn., Lisa D. Francis,
1217 Melrose, Murray, Mrs.
Patsy A:" Runyon, Rt. 3,
Murray, Cindy Darnell, 1614
Parklane, Murray, Lela J.
Littleton, 1113 Circariuna Dr.,
Murray, Fred Dick, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Ina M. Lovett,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Beulah-





Baby Gir1 Bell (Leenette r,
Rt. 1, Benton, Baby Boy
Cashion (Denise), Box 29
Green Acres Ti. CI., Murray,
Baby Boy Farmer (Kathy),
Rt. 5, Benton, Baby Boy
Millikin (Phoebe), 170 Riveria
Cts., Murray.
Dismissals
Hughes H. Edwards, Gen.
Del., Dexter, Mrs. Della M.
Duncan, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
Jennifer L. Thorpe, 209 N.
2nd., Murray, Clarence L.
Britt Jr., Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Sara M. Waldrop, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Ray Boggess, Rt. 1,
Murray, Judith M. Cogdell.
708 S. 3rd., Murray, Jerry D.
Carroll, Rt. 6, Murray,
William H. Oliver, 805 N. 24th,
Paducah, Brown C. Tucker,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, William H.
Douglas, 80 N. Squirrel,
Aubren Hgts., Mich., Tat
Galloway, Grogan Ti. Ct.,
Murray, Rural R. Jones,
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Hortense Bailey, 1107 So. 16th,
Murray, Mrs. Ola C. Un-
derwood, 108 N. 12th, Murray.
Debra Lea Burke of
Merrillville, Ind., a senior at
Murray State University, will
present a voice recital on the
campus Sunday, April 30.
Scheduled to begin at 2 p. m.
in the Farrell Recital of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
works by Barber, Mozart,
Shumann, and Williams.
Miss Burke is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs Gerald Burke
of 3133 West 77th Platt She is
a music education mlijor at
Murray State with emphasis
in voice.
A member of the MSU
'chorus, Miss' Burke holds
-Thitteberthtprirreve- Studs*,
Music Educaiorri .Natrotiil
Conference and the Student
National Educator's
Association.
The recital is in partial
fulfillment of the bachelor's in
music education degree.






Just 1 to 3-inches helps keep mots-
lure in and even aids in controlling




Keep unit clean and -running
smoother by changing fitters.













Beltless pads for heavy days Wide
seit-adhesive strip keep§ thetn in













Steel construction with semi-
pneumatic tire: 3 cubic foot
capacity tray A perfect size






































Super or regular tampax
in the economy pack-































Potato w"SaTa' d 
I PCS. CINCILIPA 401 . COLE SLAW




























Prices effectwe at your new Superstore in ttiurroy, Kr -
through Sundoy. Apri.1 30th. Qtantity right reserved






























II.S.O.A. GAIDE A MOUT FARM MHO PARTS OF
434FRYING CHICKEN . FAWN Y PAK 
PORK SAUSAGE 4:$149










$1 79 Si 99







Fresh Seafood- Meer Frozool





Yellow Squash Li• 494
FIWIN









































WAIT 2 EIGHT PACKS
MARGARINE
2 bowls

























Each of these advertised items is required
to be readily available for sole in each
Kroger store, except as specifically noted in
this od. If we do run out of on advertised
item. we wilt offer you your choice if a
tomporabie item, when available, reflecting
the some savings or a rainchecklethich will
entitle you to purchase the odveritsed item
at the advertised price within 30 days. -
ADVERTISED ITEM POLKY
VieryThing you bi-* at Kroger is.guaronteed
for your total satisfaction regardless of
manufocturer.. If you ore not satisfied,
krpgttr- erill reploCe -YoUr ifein with the same
brand or a comparable brand or refund your
purchase price
OTCUTTER761. rPOI




with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding iterres prohibited bylaw and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subject tot








with this coupon and $10.00 purthose excluding items prohibited by
law and in addition to the cost of co.reon merchandise Subject to
applicable taxes. Limit one. Emilie Ponl 30th.


















{Air POIPAPE. •f kV 
Pk SIC






















ONE 7 OZ PKG Of
RONCO SPAGHETTI






ONE 2602. BOX. Of
KROGER SALT
WITH THE PURCHASE OF




607 MC6 REGULAR OR 8841
WONDER
CORN CHIPS





ONE 2007 IST1. OF BLACKBURN
CANE SYRUP








ONE BOYS 8. ONE GIRL S
BLACK IL WHITE
TELEVISION SETS 





Register as otten as you like-
you nod not be present to win -










WKAS 25-111111ebeed . . .
1,11KG5 53 ---116111.151/411Willid
. -
WKMR 38 0•80104/9111eir . ...... . na
.INKMAJ 21 Ceesee-Creak-E•iie - •
Covington
Elizabethtown
WCVN 54 "Ortieeeige WKON 52 Falmouth 
-
es
WKHA 35 Somme 
MP. 2/ Lower 
WKSO 29 Pineville Haaard I .
WK LE 46Lexington Richmond Whitestsurg OS
Louisville. VIKMJ 68 TRANSLATORS
Madisonville WKMA 35 Barbourville 12
THURSDAY. APRIL n 1100/1000 THE TWO RON-
Easier's/Central Time.  NIES .
8.06/1:20 wk. Still/14SO •
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING SUNDAY, APRIL 30
Eastern08f3:30/2:30 LILIAS, YOGA /C*11 Time.
AND YOU • 8:00/7:00 a.m. SESAME
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS 900/8:00 MISTER ROGERS
NESGI4BORH000 NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM- 1130/8:30 ZOOM
.PANY 10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
6:00(5:,30 ZOOM IlEaptioned) 11:00/10:00 FEELING FREE
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY(P from Tuel
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL / 1130/10:30 STUDIO SEE RI
LEHRER REPORT 12:00/11:00 REBOP
7:30/8:30 THE VICK CAVETT 12:30/11:30 ANYONE FOR
- - TENNYSMillik 'Tribute to
83)073)11
CLASSIC "Lorna Doeinr, 1:00/12:00 WASHINGTON
Lorna's glint netkleoliiirers thlp.• WEEK IN REVIEW (11)
same family crest stifle gams of 1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
a nreon.ARI  WEEK
-L3017-r30 STUDIO SEE Wes
"The Labor Reform -- of9:00/8.00 THE ADVOCATES
1978" .(R)"The Labor Reform Act of
1978" 3:00/2:00 GREAT PERRIR-
- --1-0700,0110-:---gt•STERptEce--istAteCES "ProfessiOnal foie
THEATRE: OUR . MTom Stoppard'e•iirst TV 1:114Y.
_FitiEsio_Naaocientus at an 111-Dresant-
.31A wife look_ los ways to spend-. 1311101c-cornic attack- -011-Kitaii-
their inheritance. (R) • tenon repressfOn. (F1)
-....4:30/3:30 KENTUCKY ON-
STAGE
FR I DAY. AIPRIL 28 .500/4:00 MEETIN0 OF
• Eastern/Csntral Tines  MINDS Theodore Roosevelt.
8:30/7:30 am, to 3:30/2:30 Thomas Paine. Cleopatra and
p.m. KET it4:scsooi_ PRO- St Thomas Acquinas visit with
_GRAMMING___ Steetration. (RI
110/230 yoGa 1100M00 CROCKETT'S-VIC-
AR° YOU -TORY GARDEN Jim demon -
.4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET strates garden maintenance
5004 -00 MISTER 6:30/5:30 GED SERIES
tierm-stesciet-Hooti - - ----L431rerwriar
5:30/4 30 ELECTRIC CPA- age Problems
7r00#600 GED SERIES-PANY •
6:00/5:00 ZOOM "Math I Fractions:
6:30/530 OVER EASY 7:30/6:30 BOOKBEAT "Ar-







813077:30 -VIAL L STREET
WEEK
9:00/8:00 WAR AND PEACE
"Skirmish at Schongraber• The
French. Grand Army under
Napoleon is marching eastward




10 30/9:30 THE ORIGINALS
"Wright  Morris" (R)
SATURDAY, APRIL 29
Eastsia/Osatral Times 
12:30 pass../11 :3D a.m. NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION
1130/T2131117 - -GED SERIES
-Grammar VIII: Punctuation"
, 1:30/12:30 GED SERIES
" Gr ammar IX. Scielling"
200'3e00 TEACHING LIFE





---- -3-:3012:38- :CROCKETT'S VIC-  -




4:30/3:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC Lorna Doone" (R
from Thu/
500/4:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Cars, Discounts,
Moving, IRA's" (RI (Captioned)
.530/4:30 TURNABOUT
"Sooner or Later" A limiest the
problems of mothers. (R)
13:00/5:00 NOVA "The Sun-
spot Mystery" Nova examines
the "blemishes" on the face of
the sun that may influence life
-here on earth. (RI .
700/6:00 NATIONAL GEO-
GRAPHIC SPECIAL "Search
for the Great Apes" ii*gh in the
mountains of centre Africa and
deep wittsin a- rain forest of In-
donesian Borneo, two dedicated
women scientists study the great
apes iR1
8:00/7:00 HYDE PARK What's
it like to live in the home town
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
A look at politics, history and
land else. (RI
900/8:00 SIX AMERICAN
FAMILIES -The George Fam-,y
,of New York" (R)
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE
"Peter Allen"
8000/7:00 PREVIN AND THE'
PITTSBURGH "Alpine" Previn
conducts the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony in a. performance of




FRIEND -hie EioffWi's., _happy
household liaise -Amine and
Lizzie'S education causes quite
astir-
6:00/5:00 -FEELING FREE
Brian, A retarded boy, looks in
on a construction site and goes
swirrirning at the Y.M.0 A
6.30/5:30 OVER EASY
7 00/6.00 THE MACNEIL 7
LEHRER REPORT




for Atlantis.' -Part II- Captain
Cousteau digs deeper into, the
Atlantis legend when he ex-
plores Pseira off Crete's north
em coast
9.010/8:00 ON THE TRACK
Essay on the excitement, beauty
—and energy-behind thewienes-eit
a race track 'Some of the
leading contenders for the Ken-
tucky Derby fir.FirciminentlY
in the film_ -
_ADvacAditigi---Iteatounurs. en* - emEete
e Steriherts-f am-
ity of Iowa" (R)
WtDNESDAY, MAY 3
-Eastern/Canner Times - 
8:30/730 am. to, 3:30/2:30
10:00/9:00 WAR AND PEACE
"Skirmish at Schongraben" The
French Grand Army under
Napoleon is marchingessetward
and the Russians fail beck. Olt
MONDAY. • • MAY 1
Eastern/Combat 
8:30meo- a.m. as- 3:sen:30
p.m. KET nviicHOOL, rem-
GRAWAING T • •
3:30/2.30 TEACHING LIFE









7_111)1100- TH. E MACNEIL  -/ -
LEHRER REPORT
7 :34/16:31) THE tricK CAVETT
SNOW
-800/700 THE' COUSTE AU
.ODYSSEY "Calypso's Search
for Atlantis --Part I-In attempt-
ing to unravel the mystery of
the legendary lost island of At-
lantis, Phillip, Cousteau searches
for clues in the Bahamas and
other locations, .ivhile Captain
Jacques Cousteau focuses on
Crete in the Aegean Sea. -
9:00/8:00 MEETING OF
MINDS Ulysses S. Grant, Karl
Marx, Queen Marie Antoinette
arid Sir Thomas More vain Steve
Allen:' IR)
10:00/9:00 THE ORIGINALS
Incisive look - Tani Morrisian's
recent book "Song of Solomon"
won the National Book Critics
Circle Award,
10:30/9:30 ANYONE FOR
TENNYSON "Poets on Campus"
TUESDAY, - MAY 2
Eastern/(entre Times 
8:30/7:30' a.m. to 3:30/2:36















Dr. limn L. Ueda.
Why. Chiropractic?
Many people when confronted with a health problem
ask themselves to whom they should go for help. Some of
them have spent much time and money looking for relief
without results - sometimes without even being told what
is wrong with them -- or worse, told that it is "all in their
head."
When they finally decided to go to a Chiropractor for
help fusually through referral from a Chiropractic
patient) they are somewhat skeptical. But they soon finot
out that, as a rule, the Chiropractic ,Physician wants'
nothing more than to find out the real cause of their
problem, and will do everything possible to do so and let
the patient know what is really wrong. Even in the few
rases he can't help, the Chiropractor will try to explain
the problem, and them refer the patient to the type of doc-
tor who can help them.
And when Be Is aide to help, be tries to go the extra step
beyond jut gelling rid of the Symptoms. fie tries to get
.......theotkent4.1MIMINMOIMEMIMIniklieel*-eed;#00P ILARIL 
way so the probient deeeretteasebeeiresain.
If you've had or have a health problem --Chiropractic
may have the tuntwer. Mre Prillwatik? or/ so/
Woriunen's compensation and most major inalleltnea eterri
panics cover Chiroptatie CO!.
•
-p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING









7 00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 NOVA "Road to
Happiness" Nova looks at Henry
-Ford, the man and the Image.
-9t00/11:00 -GREAT- pettfOR-MANCES "Trial of the Moke"
Tense portrayal of the systemat-
ic persecution by his fellow offiz
Oars of the first black cadet tO





( May V to June 21) 169-
( Mar 21 to Aix; 20) er Your extraordinary intuition.
Be prudent, of course, but plus your practicality, can help
don't pinch pennies where yon to solve knotty problems
spending is warranted. There -more easily now; also help to
are times when stretching the further your advancement,
budget a bit pays off. Keep mind open to new ideas.
TAURUS CCANCER
(Apr. 21 to May 211 --(June 22 to July 23)
 Artistry, featuring the Counting one's blessings
unusual which has intrinsic makes every picture rosier, but
 fraecesirais
  FORTHURSDAVITMM.V, 1,78
What kind of day will value and an Imaginative ap.
tomorrow be? To find out what proach stand out as winnow
the stars say, read the forecast here. Others can benefit by your









Virginia telephoned the police
to report that she was nervous
about prowlers:88We she was on
the hes a Maistreialkiele tkis
-*Maingteurgr---, wards with her.
thsedistbardisit -
In dime course • neighbor was
arrested for the crime. At the trial,
'police brought in a tape recording
of Virginia's telephone call -
including the conversation with
the killer and, the fatal shots.
The defense attorney objected
to this "hearsay" evidence, but
the court overruled his objection.
And the tape helped mad the
defendant to prison for murder.
Said the court:
-The rules of evidence are
founded upon considerations of
reliability. A mechanical record, if
audible and not tampered with, is
likely to be much more accurate
than oral testimony."
As a general proposition, evi-
dence on tape is indeed admissible
in the courtroom. However, the
recording must meet a minimum
standard of quality. If it is too
faulty, it won't get by.
In a robbery trial, the prommecu-
-tion offered a tape recording of the
defendant being interrogated by
two detectives the day after the
crime.
But the quality' was so uneven
that the court rejected the evi-
dimes. The court said there was
too much risk that the jurors
would resort to guesswork to fill
in places they could not really
understand
In another case the language on
the tape was dear enough, but the
sound level was so low that only
the juror desalt to the machine
could hear it
.From the defendant's point of
view this wan grounds enough for
the tape to be thrown out. But the
court decided to accept it. Th•
judge said he (mold see no raison
why the jurors should not lineal to
the tape one at a time
A pub& service feature of the
American Bar Aseociatios sad
the Keatecky Bar Aomori...los
DON'T count returra you have
not and MAY NOT receive.
Mixed influences: use care in
all things
LEO
(Ally 24 to Aug. 23) 4124-/g
Here is a top-flight day for
you and your activities. Let
your instincts, good judgment
AND good piercing guide you In
preparing for busy days ahead.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may be faced with some
complex situations, but your
stability and willingness to
persevere against odds will not




Even your brightest ideas
could meet with opposition, but
if you're sullrou're en the right
track, go ahead and launch
Utean Others will come around
to your way of thinking later
Semplt)
(Oct. 24 to Nay. 22)
A day for die:Tenon Bet‘zire
you do not offend friends or co-
workers by thoughtless words.
Work out disagreements, if any,
with logic - and graciousness.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec 21. "kV
Stellar influences stimulate
your ingenuity, adaptability
and capacity for extra work/and
production on short notice. All
will be rewarded.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. V to Jan. 20) /414
Teamwork will be important
now, so make it a point to
associate and work with those
whose interests and aims are
similar to your own.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb 191
Avoid tendencies toward
restlessness and unruliness.
Note warning signals.- Many
errors and misguided moves
can thus be prevented Shim
extremes.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20,
A different tack may be the
trick you need now. See all sides
of &project or di/meteor, and




YOU BORN TODAY are
meditative, scholarly, intuitive
and extremely sensitive This
sensitivity works best in the
field of healing, which is why so
many noted surgeons,
physicians and nurses have
been born under the Sign of
Taurus_ But It also gives you
awareness in many other
directions, such as invention,
philosophy, writing and pain-
-ling You are also indomitable. '
In military and scientific af-
fairs, for instance, you believe
that the "impossible" can be
done - and do It. The word
"genius" best sums up the well.
develogad Tatwean born on this
date. Birthdate of: Gen. U.S.
Grant, -18th Pres., U.S.A.!"









, NOW PAYINGTHE HIGHEST'
- INTEREST RATES IN OUR 21 YEAR
-HISTORY51/A % REGULAR PASSBOOK
Day-In Day-Out7,































































* Substantial Interest penalty required on early withdrawals from Certificates of Deposit
ENJOY THE SAFETY OF FSLIC-INSURED SAVINGS
INTEREST ON ALL SAVINGS COMPOUNDED DAILY
•
"The ploce where thousands are saving-mil/,or,"
LENDER
HOME FEDERAL
?Writti A titniZtAll -ASSOC"
PADUGA-14,1‹ Y °







CHARLES KU R ALT CBS new
mars Charles Kuralt discusses-Mt-
famous "On the Road" series In
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Travel kit with Gillette tnal
size Right-Guard", Or
took" and Foamy' Shave'
Cream for proof of purchase
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Sealed Provable *II be
received by Ute MA=
Calloway County
Board. at the Moray City
Hall, Murray. Ky. an Ma 
15711 until till a. m.
time, and at thit- open
sad publicly reed for the
Wert% doscreiottproyect:
Crontruction 61 a IAN ft X
11 R. noway extension. w-
ino Milimiss,
pressrun= and wring of the
noway extend:a, senerken
and modification of Mr
- methane- 4r/tensity-
a peel* of a coLoty road




I dice of County
Coordinator, CoNatsP74;





4 Larry D. McClanahan
arid Associates,- Wel East
Franklin Street, Gelatin,
Tenn 370E6
5 Rudders Excheise, 115
East Brandeis. LWOW Ky.
S. Marray•Cslowar-Cogsty
&Marti 111.---1.1111W -
. For WOW s.






the awasialars are NMI




dinner, sponsored by the
Knights or Columbus of
St. Leo's Church,
Saturday, April 29, noon
until 6 p.m. Adults,
$2.50; children 7-12,




Due to fish fry ac-
tivities Paris
Livestock Co., Inc. will
not have their auction
sale,. Friday April 28,
1978. Other buying
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FULL AND PART time,
• cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive In.
MEDICATION AIDES
with certificate for 3-11




clean off garden spot
and also someone to help




labor worker. ('.all 753-
6970.
WANTED. Someone to
babasit• two children in
•: my home, one day per
week. Call 753-7650.
PIZZA HUT now taking
applirations for full and
• part time waitresses-
waiter and cooks. •Must
• be 18 and over. Apply in
. person only at Regal 8
•_Motela Conference
Aeon between 10 a .m




Holman Jones, 217 South
131h, phone 753-3128.
COL( t PORTRAITS,
bringts yours for extra--
copies. Made from any
size into any size.,
Wallets low as 24ients, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,'
753-0035. Free parking










refereaces Es r. 0. Eel 32
Q.
EXPERIENCED clean-
up man and a body man
Apply in person Cooks
Motor Sales, • 1215
Diuguid Drive. -- - -
QUALIFIED
BOOKKEEPER or
a mount t • needed.
Applications now being
taken for bookkeeping
position with local firm.
' -Person hired must
possess skills in ledger
entries, payroll, etc.,
and respect and con-
fidentially of postion.
Degree or associate
degree preferred but not
necessary. Interested
person should mail
- calla/tete resame to past
experience and salary
expectations to P. 0.
Box 148 Murray, Ky.
42071. '
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CAILIMINNElk FOR auf tr.
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1978 United featu- re Syndic/At. Inc
aa 2(.
14 Want To Buy
WANTED STANDING
timber. We pay top
=a, ' prices On good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your











pay, very good benettts,_
excellent climate. W. M.
K. Builders Products,




Restaurant in Aurora 8-




couple to manage a
consumer service center




full time and pert time
kelp, male and female
for days and nights.
Must be ale to wodi is
areskasidaLimpat b. IS
or 'Mon Ile others mood
apply. No phase eels.
Apply in person only,
don't splay from 11





One to 2 days per week.




WANT YARDS TO mow.
Call 753-5854 '
10 Business Opportunity
WOULD YOU UKE TO NET
ES 75,000
LN CPR
$o SELF EMPLOYED AND
NOT HAVE* TO INVEST A
LOT OF MONEY










For Fast Cosliderval Service






pole. Also T. V. antenna.












stolen from my home.
Reward 'for any in-
formation leading to the
recovery All in-
formation confidentiaLa-
Call 759-1920 after 6 p.m.
NOW OPEN Tuesday-
Sunday for your dining
pleasure. Cypress
Springs Restaurant on




And be not conformed to
this world but be ye
transformed by -the
renewing of your mind,
Wet ye ma .• 'ye what
aa • .• 
captable, arid perfect,
will of 6.d" Are you
serving the Lord ac-
cording to the scripture'
For Bible study or Bible
answers call 75101114.
IIMICT




Mit  fr &ft
I HAVE TO WRITE
YOUR NUMBER














NIX - I M
SUPERSTITIOUS






















GUI DING RAp.r, I WILL




WMENI We WERE 1178*3T










I 'A A F9UNG4aA54A















rCALLIN6 OSCAR 647 K-55
Orr 7w84-2.4 HERE. DO X)c,
'Et:ENT IIF, OSCAR
t'S* ase
111-rr ArrER o, N...145LE •Tiat










timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
Umbel' and
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6_ p.m.
502-489-2334




room addition added. On
good shady large lot.
With outside storage
building, Call 759-1667:
15 Articles For Sale
WEED EATERS, model
507. $43.99. Rota shear
model 2201, $36.50,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 7519101_ar 753...
- 1551.  "SEWING MACHINE in
FRIGIDAIRE washer cabinet, sews perfect.
and dryer. Remington Full cash price, $39.50.







draperies, made to your
measurement. No labor
charge. Over 150 pat-
terns and colors, 15 per
cent off month of April.
P.N. Hirsch & Co. 753-
9779
$0 USED refrigerators in
stock, $50 to $125. Also
apartment size stove,
used furniture. 25 Used
air conditioners, $75 to
$100. Used school desks,
$3.00 a piece. Used
T.V.s. Call 759-4895.
TILLERS chain drive, 5








Marble, South 9th. Call
763-5'719.
FOR SALE: Philco
Electric cook stove. $90
Like new. Moving must




blades. Your choice 26",
28" or 30". $5.99 each.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CLOSE OUT 9" black and
white T. V. $10 month.








Seven horse. Like new.
$200. Call 753-1208.
DRESSES and pant suits,
size 10 and 12 Call 759-
1483.
SOUP'S ON, the rug that
is, clean with Blue
Lustre Rent electric
shampooer. Western




travel crib, ideal for
summer. Call 753.7116,
ONE THOUSAND gallOn
steel water tank on skids
With complete hoses
$850. Call 502-382-2322,
Henry A Burton, Lynn-
vtlle, Ky.
GARBAGE CAN RACK
for 8 garbage cans.
Include, e cans
dOla
$25 - 01, de set,
• .4 • '
Call 753-6263 or
CARPET sizes 16' I" x
12'01' z ir,r 7" *9'S".
GOed condition. Call 7514-
1110,.
15 Articles For Sale
8 HORSE power Huffy
riding mower. 211" cit..
Pull start. $250. Call 435-
4294 after 5:30 p.m.
BEST QU4rry wheal
chair, been bought 15
months. Will take half




7510656 before 6 p.m.
NEW._CRUSHED velvet






















•--T. V. Take over
payments. $30.00. Call
753-0595 before 6 p.m.
REPOSSESSED stereo,
. take over_eteysperi4e.
$19.00 month. Call 753-
0595 before 6 p.m.
27 Mobile Home Sales
- 1972 MOBILE home, 12 x









sports weight yarns at ...
price, to maim room
for my new line .of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock - many new kits.






napkins and quilt tops,
baby' 5r fingering yarn.
Full line of accessories
for each needleart.
Needlepoint lessons -









1963 4,656 GAS burner









MUS'T SELL 277 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
equipped 460 Ford
engine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
warranty. Edwards




style pistol. Call 753.9951
after 5 p.m
M" GIRLS bicycle. Cell
753-6447 after 5 p.m.
14' FIBERGLASS
Ruetabout and trailer
with a 40 h.p. Evinrude
motor. Very nice. MOO.
Call 753-5918 or 753-5754.
It FT. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 27 ft. mast with
main and jib sail. Call












across from Post Offiee,
Parialpi
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to teke
over small anonthly
pa yrnent on 8 month. t old
Wurlitter piano. J and B
Music, 753-7575
1989 EMBASSY mobile
home, all electric. $4000.
1974 Chevy van, series
30, air, power steering
and brakes. 350 V-8
automatic. $3800. Call
753-7216.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
1979 12 x $5 Trailer, fully
furnished. $150 month
plus deposit. Call 759-
1951.
MOBILE HOMES and -
mobile home spaces for







31 Want To Rena






WANT TO RENT nice
small efficiency 1
bedroom apartment for
fall and spring semester
Call 759-4953.










all carpet. Central heat
and air. Call 753-7550.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, $65 month. Call
753-8333.






taken for new one, two
and three bedroom,
Section VIII Hud -
subsidized apartments.
Occupancy available 30-
60 days. Call 753-8668.









ment, South 16th Street,
753-6609.
34 Houses For Rent
HOUSE 641 South. Three









36 For Rent Or Lease
GARDEN SPACE for
rent. Approximately 2
acres. Suitable for in-








PONY AND SADDLE, .-
$35. Call 436-5618.
EIGHT NICE PIGS,
Noble L. Hurt. Call 474- .
2301.
38 Pets Supplies
AKC STACK LAB pups,






















English Sheep dog 1
year old Call 759-4631
NOTICE
Mini Werehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enotIgh for almost any job Ideal for a






manager. Good benefits, vacation,
profit sharing, good working' MI-
ditions, experience preferred.
Apply in person at Roses
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PUT IT IN THE
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, April 29
and 30th. 0 to 2. 1106











South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE 7511861
IN SEARCH of ... a
summer retreat? We
have lake property




Subdivision ... lots and
ANOTKER NEW vhomestesmentM"yoeur anwhoin_le-
LISTING- - Roomr 3-- family will enjoy. Call
bedroom home on % •
_ _Friday and Saturday acre lot only minutes R„eiter;,. 
tta Jo
April2SUI-ind 29thIligh- iron) city limits. Home
viay--- 121-passect---New-- -features -study-, -- 1-10r-
Concord, left at the new baths, central heat and
Mt. Carmel Church and air, 2 car attached
fo uw-a4,es. garage. Lot has nice
-._ shrubs and trees, in- _
YARD-SALE, Iff N. 6th, cluding some fruit trees,
_April .29 and 29. Friday and fenced backyarcl-
9 : 30-5. Saturday .94, Phone Kopperud Realty, _
-;----WaVIdials of 1 -7-7-153-122z- or visit our -.--7-41-awas Zirs arty*, ti --73
never used. - conveniently located
•  office at 711 Main. 
bedrasoirich Issoo set MEV
•
ANTIQUE YARD SALE
parcels only one mile 1971 DATSUN 240Z, go
from lake. Call John C. running order, nee Ts
body work. $1800. CallNeubauer, realtor, 505
753-6688 or 753-1931.Main St., Murray. 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
- -; Automatic, Air con- - IMP FORD FALCON
1971 NOVA SS
. dition, Power steering, Sport coupe. 289 V-8, 4 ' 
small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.








ficient service. No job too
ce_g goo Estatp  ..:phone 753-6.. ..:158. _* _ -1!tiPreeds:Cga7d75431-1111141"6-7336. exterior. 
AlsolPITERdrylOwRa,11
Call 753-8583. convertible. Call '7 153- 
-- firdshing. 10 years ex-
. perience. Call 436-2563,
Southslch Court Squor• 111111 GRUNDY Mustang, 1970 miumpH spitfire -
huff". 753-411."c1/41 Y -• -__ _-_-_ ..___----_ _ 
_1437 itter_s. l_ph Worley.
19 71 PINTO, excellent CONCRETE finishing.
condition. Silver. Can be -
121._:II_I- 75 CHEVROLET - - -Patios, driveways, etc.TIseen at .Fincaira7t53.9706„ion,
Monza town coupe. , _Call 753-0659.
Triple red. Four ma,FRTFisic,F1) _pm*
1973 VEGA GT, ale cylindfr, automat-1-c  TIER, interior a \ex_ 
condition. Must sell. Calf;,- ,transmission, 26,090 ,,_,,..r...inilee.. tike. new.. Call tenor. Call 'for- free,
753-9849. -
after p. .
Dover Erin, and Paris '1973 CHRYSLER, nice
-759-1735 
_pestinim. ate 489-2322 after 6
and clean, air, AM-FM 1974 CADILLAC Cowie BEAUTIFY your home
radio. Good rubber. ___ _ De Ville. Call 759-4592. ' with lightweight easy-to-
$2,000 or would trade for
late model Piaui:0- Cat- 1977 CAMARO LT, M,000 
Ninsi*o.tosull Eldorado 
Stone.footings or,
436-2461. . - miles. AM-FM and tape. foundations. 100 percent
1966 AUSSIlill Healer.'' 7.--Silver with '
''' --e:-Call- 76722358. - ' --2-:- product. Less than -the
black-W-=144proof masonary
April 28 and 29. 8-6. Oak
china cubbard, kitchen
cabinet, large oak
wardrobe, round oak 
table, camel back trunk
, . and chairs, kits of small
- antique and modern
items. Follow 121 South
to Fairview Acres, hum
left. go % miles Sale




Price just reduced on
Ibis spic and span 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
west of City limits.
Central heat and air,
lovely 36 x16 greatroom
with fireplace and an-
















two baths, central gas
heat and a half
basement. There is also
an extra plus with a
three room upstairs
apartment 'With outside--
eh-trance,- If you are
a house
priced in the mid forties--- ---
Additonal 6 apartments
with separate entrances
in lower level. Central
natural gas heating and





that is convenient to the
university call us today.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222,.. anytime.
 ... A TOUCH of Nature
surrounds this
beautifully kept brick on
picturesque 2 acre
lot.. Some of the special




months, 22 x 15 patio for
summer cook-outs.. and
much, much more! May




With The Friendly Touch.'
LOOKING FOR A
LAKE VIEW? Here
It is! Mobile home
has added utility
room & 3 porches..All
furniture, appliances
& freezer. Central
heat 8c air con-
ciitioning. Wooded lot
with lake view - boat
ramp privileges.
Only $19,500. Must Be
Seen. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
FIVE ACRES land with 2
houses. Four miles
South on 641. Call 492-
E1356.









•H'- '+aosn) OK THURSDAYS
209 Walnut Street. 
CallsFri. & Sat 14:30
•Hair Cuts *Shaves
Coll this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
troikidpburoy located ea West
State Has Rd. This hose has
lona oat-O kltdess.
*all-to•woll coreots, full
bessmao, last/al ens boat.
116 teedebb ores. doh toir,
Iloa, Olter_
"" Maw. Ses els era sego
`MOW! 00/rOmet 
tow tools Bs& of In
toorhospel bin! -Woe One
hes Asa Wei ialy 11Tre
Woks west st IWO csosees.
Aporctatsat MIN resod for
5190 emaihly. nesse aloes
worth ever 35,000. Asking
500.
753-32413 Anytime
130 ACRES KY. LAKE
development property
 City water _available.
, -Approximately 1 mile












. DEAR. AD _READER:




and school. .3 bedroom
brick with rec room and
den, fenced in brick and
wood patio, priced in the
30's.. .Can't wait to tell
you more about it. Call







901 Sycamore Aluern, Ry.
 SIN 
Auction Sale
Saturday, April 21, 10:00 a.m. off 121 North at city
limits, Ressall Lowery, 212 Bailey loa‘fgarray.
Antique tools (loom, wheatcradle, over 200 an-
tique carpenter and farm toots) antique dolls and
glass. Home Furnishings: gun cabinet, walnut
buffet, air conditioner, cabinets (ideal for home
or business) bridle and saddle, sinks, Leather
machine which sews heavy leather, shoe
machine sews heels on shoes) and more!
Not responsible for accidents - in case of rain
will be held following Saturday.
Auctioneer
• Joe Pat Lamb
NOT ALL HOMES
ARE EXPENSIVE
Nice older home in Almo for a low $12,000. On. 5
lots thatdotal approximately an acre F.asily•ac-
cessable from 641. Plenty of 'garden' room. Walk
to grocery and post office.
In downtown Hardin, lovely neighborhood. walk
to everything. Large older home partially
remodeled, would suit large family if second
story finished. Alot for your money 410,900).
Wer finife,irrestairtititg, campirniewi-and ar-
grocery-gaa-balt business for Sale if you are
looking for a huskiest.;
• Ruth Ryan, REALTOR
ISO 1500 4590 Iles 1511
We are Weed Aurora he write far brietheres et tte 5, Bee-
12025
THREE BEDROOM
farm home with 2 acres
land. Bgrn and out-
buildings. Good garden.
8 miles from Paris
Landing J H. Austin,
Southland Real






With The Fnendly Touch"







lot oviio 641 N. Don't





$2000 on this spotless 3
bedroom, 2 bath home




Central heat and air, 2-
car attached garage and
firlee 121-1114..
40"s. Phone us today for
more information this 1
year old -quality home.
Phone 753-1222; KOP-
PERUD REALTY,




lakeview lot In a
prestige restricted area.
also a few five acre
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 Ford urp, low
mileage. Call 753--
2960.
Landing. See, call or





-home, large lot. Good
garden. Near church
and grocery. Call for
appointment. Gal/sway












new carpet, 1 acre
wooded lot. Hwy. *94
West in Lynn Grove,
ACT FAST!! Only
$31,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
44 lots For Sale
i 1972 DODGE DARTSwinger. V-8 engine.
Power, air, low mileage.
Excellent condition. Call
''• after 4, 7634560.
41 Motorcycles
TWO MOTORCIICLES
XR 75 Honda, excellent
condition. POO. Mini
trail 50 Honda, fair
condition. $75. Call 753-
5644.
49 Used Cars Trucks
Sprite, good condition.
40 mpg. $1100. Ca11167-










LOTS FOR SALE Lake




46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE WITH 12 acres
land, extra nice. Two
bedroom brick, shop.
Other outbuilding.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
0430 or 7534131
THREE BEDROOM, 1
bath, carport on College
Farm Rd. $30,000. Call
• -753-7909.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home with garage





from city limits. 3.3
acres of privacy.
Private lake. Beautiful
wood park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom house,
fully carpeted lots of
closets and cabinets
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to
your specifications with
commitment. Priced in
low's 40's• Call 753-9850
HOME FOR SALE 4 Year
old 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, dishwasher,
electric, stove, part




1976 TL 250 Honda set up
for woods and trail
riding. $525.1974 CR 126
Honda $375. Call 474-2741
after 4 part: •
_




Impala in good Con-
dition. Call 753-9634 after
5 p.m.
1974 IMPALA, 4 door,
hardtop, all power, air
condition. Radio. Red on
red. 45,000 miles. Sharp
car. Calf 753-3378.




















at the Yard sale on
Highway 121 to New Mt.
Carmel Church and
follow signs. Friday and
SatIrday 436-2146.
1972 PIYMOU'rEl station




Pickup short wide bed,
V-8 automatic. 0675. Call
474-2741 after 4 p.m.
1973 GREMLIN- 6 cyl.
straight shift. Gets 27















SALES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
trailers, pop ups, used
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service what we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. till ? Sunday,
12:30 until 6 p.m. Best 94
Highway 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
FOR SALE: 1976
• Winebago motor home
Call 7534681 after 5:00 p.
m.
cost of natural stone.
- Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we





Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
LICENSED ELEC-
THICAN_ and gas in-
•stallatiSh will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
J AND R Pool Con-
tractor. Custom built
vinyl _ lined pools.
Several sizes. Water
Valley 355-2838 or 328-
8567.





1972 16' TRAVEL trailer
Slumber Wagon. Extra
clean. Call 7.53-6345 or
733-5273, ask for Paul
ESTIMATES._ 







Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507. . DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared' of
stumps? We can move
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips:
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
ALL METAL pop up
camper with awning
sleeps 6. Call 753-1556
after 5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE
31 Ff. Motor Home
Cruise Control Auxilary
Gas Tank, Front Seat
Arm Rests, Sun Visors,
Driver's Privacy Q-
t, Rear Privacy. Caw-
lain with Track, Spare
Tins Cover, 225 AMP
Battery, Slide out bat-







MAW end charger ILA,
Microwave oven,
AM/FM stereo with
tape deck, TV Antenna,
C•ntral Vacuum
Cleaner. C.B. Radio. Cott
753-4320 or so* ot 705
S 4th Stroat
FOR LEASE
Main Street Texaco, 15th and Main. Vquipped with
equipment and parts for all minor auto repair.
Good Business Opportunity. CAN 753-
7780.
1923 HONDA 350 SI.. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2282 or 753-8078.
1917 HARI.EY DAVISON
1200 Super Glide. CM.
Call 767-6639 or 396-4X11.
• mom it.••••,••••••••••• 0.••••

























struction 4o rA.Copa.d, ulicaouht,eicy2,.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL HAUL rock, lime
and sand. Call382-2646.
INSULATION , BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Seats
753-2310 for free
estimates. ,

















ALL TYPO backhoe and
septic tank work. Field









WILL DO BABYSITI1NG ';
in pry home. Three
years and up. Call 753- -
0363
SEPTIC TANK PUM-
PING. Residential and -PROF ESSIONAL _
commercial. Rex Camp window cleaner, private •
-763-5933. • __homes, offices, store _
-  fronts, etc. 20 years -
MOBIL/ HOME AN- experience. Call 901-782-.
.?HORS, underpinning, 5981,
awning, carports and 
-46W-sealed Call-tei1M)1*MASONRY work.
Glover 753-1873 after5p. , Anything in - brick or
in. or weekend. ---̀ block. No jobs too big or -
_small. Call Henry Tenn, ;
FORS YOUR -sefftrii -Mgt •
ar4ba' work needL-- 
:*-1...tARP•xeaskronabCLEMle
cAielsitaning..secaputi. jcohn Latanedli:
Phone 753-8669 or 436- Prompt and efficient::,







FENOE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.









WILL MOW lawns and do













aphosay 01 hot _
7534190
53. Feed And Seed
• KOBE JAP SEED 2000
Now-Zoom pole, wheat;
straw. Call 753-8329 or
753-6215. •
54 Free Column
FREE TO GOOD HOME
Male dog looks like
German Shepherd, 1
year old. Call 753-3686..
FREE RUPPIES, .13 •
weeks old. Call 489-2669
after 4 :30 pan.
.WALLS DRUG
sPRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE -






lissrod and ready. Up to 12 I 24. Also burn ttyle„eRt'etts, cottages,
web hew* od-ens, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre-cut completely ready






This week we have the entire stock from the late
Garland Persall Shop, Sedalia, Ky. Lots of
depression glass, pink, green and red, pressed ,
and patterned glass, clocks, coffee mills, crocks,
old telephone, picture frames, lamps, flat irons,
light fixture, love seat and chairs, rocker, beds,
iladies secretary desk, ate leg table, pie safe,





Owner says sell this beautiful home on approx. 2
acres. You must see to believe all the room you
will have for that special family. Separate LE &
OR, family room with lovely fireplace, 3 BR, 1
with built-in bookcases, large kitchen with s
custom cabinets, roe room for games or 4th BR,
huge utility room, 2 baths, 2 car garage, storage
room & more for only $53,500. Call now to see.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
• -1.1. gaol* Jeff's Shappistei Costar .
759-1107
Neipingpsopl• is our bus,ouss
Imealsogs:
. MAL better 75R-1i% unain, phmpe. s. A„,„. 7%1.4,441
Mon Attain's, S. Aeon. 2534530 sm. Nome, s. „sec. 753-1011










MEL IMO MN FS • rasaiar rsAirkr STATIONS
eitAiAME-TALKiES • ANTENNAS
MOUNTS • METERS • MIKES
Nobody sells.t pre CB gear than Radio Shk. Right? Right!! es% nobody has more to
sell at craz, w prices when we go into new model year—odds 'n ends, special
purciwees3 discontinueds, accessories, all w, all 1977-8 production. With vacation
I
drive Mb coming, and the Coast Guard monitoring Ch. 9 for the first time (starting in
May), and the memory of the winter of '77-78 fresh, the time is NOW to catch laq with
our PRic.Fs nnwN for a twn-week, old-fashioned clearance sale! Also please note:
inflation is forcing tomorrow's CB prices up, so NOW'S the time to buy!
i bi 1444








EVERY STORE, BUTTHE ASSORTMENTMAY VARY!
‘4,1A For Business?
N. WRITE IT OFF
AS A BUSINESS 4re
EXPENSE!
.. PLAY ITillilART:-#ADIO SHACK ,t'S OVER -56 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ELECTROIWCS/ ., _.--.------- -i-s°i;')°,'A's, -, . ,... . -7,- viseightforRoolk
' 
- Olympic Plaza - ' 
•• . .
. dealers are
• , 1 Mo0.-Fr!..10-T - - offering Mose or
12th Street sat, 1041. Closed Sun. ..milar bargain&








Aid The Tithed Teach Ti Year Foverite
HAVE A SPECIAL OCCASION COMING UP
SOON?! JUST GIVE BIG JOHN'S BAKERY
A CALI THEY DECORATE CUES FOR
ALMOST ANY SPECIAL DAY!!
DELUXE DINNER




EVERY HEALTH I BEAUTY
AID AT BIG JOHN'S






















24 0. Bod. $169
RIGHT
JUAL














Taw apal,c•bla to ..4
••• ay BIG J01414 Oforty Oka
'"'off
WINDOW
CLEANER is% ot SIP
all opylkabla 1..44 Prig. urn;, aft* ...pow

















-r•. aipolicable le Pott• t U11111







Oil Jahn US Carer literint
ROUND STEAK
'helm lisp Emery Psi
MINUTE STEAK
Mg Mtn S C3140iel
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST '
110 is. us *OW
SI11010 TIP STEP
al Jul. US Mika
TOP ROUND STEM
roma rs Choke Bari








ITS SPRING TIME ST ART YOUR 0Nqbv °Er
lor free plant start
UN PLANT CHOICES • Coleus • Tomato • Christmas P
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS AD
with the purchase of these ho





•EACH STARTER KIT CONTAINS SE E () A '1 RTILIZED PEAT PELL
Woo Itts•••1
BABY FOOD 40i Ja164,81" BABY JUICE 4°' ii6f.,S1"
VA RESERVE NE wily PAY mom
RIGIff TO LIMIT
;TEA
Big MOO U S Choice heti
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK
1111 John US C1114411
TOP ROUND STEAK










Iiq Jeit•IIS Mote Usher'
CUBED ROUND STEAK





DOGS 12 Oz Pkg
















MIX wit Oz. Bs,
e plant starter kit*
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS ADD WATER
CES • Coitus • Tomato • Christmas Pepper • Polka Dot
)urchase of these household needs













•ONTAINS SEED, A ItRTILIZED PEAT PELLET AND A PLASTIC STARTER POT
ithro Are•r41 Morrie M•4111 -
BABY JUICE 401 ./h isersin BROOM E1 IVse '
Chars1Miar ire* ervpro•I
CRAZY COW CEREAL 120
C6,014
CLEANSER
































_ ErerfroA Tessa Thor Dr























SS IS Bag $ 498
ei. 289$
4 R•11Pri
I. Get a Free Ouatity
Stakes Game Ticket at
our check-out counter
ticket has two great MISS
games' ,
2. THE INSTANT
GAME Simply rub the uc
6 covered boxes If yo HANC
match three prize




%GAME Rut UN!? the stubs •on the lowt.r Port,00 0' ITS
your ticket Separa..!
these stubs and save
on your OuaIity Stakes FREE,
Collector Card_ Collect
and win $1000








Rules and Odds to win avad-
Tr
OUR PRODUCEMNIACERSELECTS THE FRUITS AND VEGETABLES-
FOR OUR PRODUCE DEPARTMENT JUST UKE YOU DO FOR YOUR





Seieir Shopping Center, Mulvey, Ky. -
• P0 ns Squareg Ceater,-Tairh, Tn.
. Poplar Bluff Square Shopping Center, Papier Weft, Mo.
Blytheville 'Square Shopping Center, Blytheville, Ark.








Sun-Ciennocrot, HMigI,rs Mayfieid Meeorineev, Murrey Ludwig & Times, Illetifele COOriST,
C4111144w tiows, Doke ed. Vito., Deily Anierieen
, ear County Got Press.








Pro- W soloed Denim
for Soft, Wars Leek.
Alechine Washable
100% Cotton in S-111-1-XL.
SHORT SHORTS
100% Nylon Knit. Ma-
chine Washoblo. Choose











golf hots in assorted
band.
SPORT SHIRTS
Choose from assorted spring
colors in prints. Short sleeve






Sizes 28 to 44
. -









PAGE 4 BIG SECTION
ICE CREAM
FREEZER
Hand crank. Motto of elProlti• plastic
Makes 4-Quarts.
4 
















6 FT. PICNIC TABLE
With 2 Benchies
PAGE 5 - BIG IC SECTION,
Don't let your lawn or garden work
--slow-up-your summer fun. -You can






WEDNESDAY, APRIL W, 1.97.11
Top quality rockets
reinforced with braid-
ed nylon string in as-
sorted grip sizes.
Durobte wood rqck et s
with fibre glass and
nylon strings Vinyl
.grip in assorted sizes
Cowhide leather glove with spht
lecith*r iining features split web with
rfoublo "X" lacing leather lociou
thfoughout ond loced wrist
n axes:Herd "first glove" for Mut
youth Plover Cowhide leather glove
hos within lining, weft and toeing









Clip & Save This Coupon
Expires Sue. April 30, 1976
lama* Spray Mist
COLOGNE
Clip & Save This Coupon
Expires Sun. April 30, 1978
Clip & Save This Coupon
Ex ires Sun. April 30, 1978
" Clip & Save This Coupon
Expires Sun April 30, 1978
FACIAL TISSUE
125 Ct. in Decorator Box
Limit 2
Clip & Save This Coupon
Ex ires Sun. A il 30, 1976
Clip & Save This Coupon
" Expires Sun. April 30, 1978
Clip & Save This Coupon
Expires Sun, April 30, 1978
Clip & Save This Coupon
Expires Sun. April 30, 1978
Limit 2
Clip & Save This Coupon
Ex•ires Sun. April 30, 1978
HAIR SPRAY
•Regular • Extra Hold • Unscented
Clip & Soye This Coupon ••••611
Expires Sun. April 30, 1978
